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3.5

Financial ancillary orders

3.5.1.

Victim-oriented

3.5.1.1.

Compensation orders

3.5.1.1.1

General

Offenders are not able to buy shorter sentences
R. v Copley (1979) 1 Cr. App. R. (S.) 55
It is not open to offenders to buy their way out of prison, or to buy shorter sentences, by offering
money in the way of compensation.
A compensation order is not a punishment
R. v Dorton (1987) 9 Cr. App. R. (S.) 514
…it is not right, certainly not right in every case and certainly not right in this case, to regard the
imposition of a compensation order as being by way of additional punishment. (French J, at p.514)
3.5.1.1.2

Availability and power to order

When can an order be imposed?
PCC(S)A 2000 s.130 1288 : Compensation order against convicted persons
s.130(1) - a court by or before which a person is convicted of an offence, instead of or in addition
to dealing with him in any other way, may, on application or otherwise, make an order
(in this Act referred to as a “compensation order”) requiring him—
(a)

to pay compensation for any personal injury, loss or damage resulting from that
offence or any other offence which is taken into consideration by the court in
determining sentence; or

(b)

to make payments for funeral expenses or bereavement in respect of a death
resulting from any such offence, other than a death due to an accident arising out
of the presence of a motor vehicle on a road;

but this is subject to the following provisions of this section and to section 131 below.
Mandatory or required sentences
PCC(S)A 2000 s.130 1289 : Compensation order against convicted persons
s.130(2) - where the person is convicted of an offence the sentence for which is fixed by law or
falls to be imposed under a provision mentioned in subsection (2ZA), subsection (1)
above shall have effect as if the words “instead of or” were omitted.
s.130(2ZA) - the provisions referred to in subsection (2) are—

1288
1289

(a)

section 1(2B) or 1A(5) of the Prevention of Crime Act 1953;

(b)

section 51A(2) of the Firearms Act 1968;

Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
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(c)

section 139(6B), 139A(5B) or 139AA(7) of the Criminal Justice Act 1988;

(d)

section 110(2) or 111(2) of this Act;

(e)

section 224A, 225(2) or 226(2) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003;

(f)

section 29(4) or (6) of the Violent Crime Reduction Act 2006.

s.130(2A) - a court must consider making a compensation order in any case where this section
empowers it to do so.
Theft/Fraud where damage occurred out of owner’s possession
PCC(S)A 2000 s.130 1290 : Compensation order against convicted persons
s.130(5) - in the case of an offence under the Theft Act 1968 or Fraud Act 2006, where the
property in question is recovered, any damage to the property occurring while it was
out of the owner’s possession shall be treated for the purposes of subsection (1) above
as having resulted from the offence, however and by whomever the damage was
caused.
Funeral expenses
PCC(S)A 2000 s.130 1291 : Compensation order against convicted persons
s.130(9) - a compensation order in respect of funeral expenses may be made for the benefit of
any one who incurred the expenses.
Bereavement
PCC(S)A 2000 s.130 1292 : Compensation order against convicted persons
s.130(10) - a compensation order in respect of bereavement may be made only for the benefit of a
person for whose benefit a claim for damages for bereavement could be made under
section 1A of the Fatal Accidents Act 1976; and the amount of compensation in respect
of bereavement shall not exceed the amount for the time being specified in section
1A(3) of that Act.
Duty to give reasons where compensation order not made
PCC(S)A 2000 s.130 1293 : Compensation order against convicted persons
s.130(3) - a court shall give reasons, on passing sentence, if it does not make a compensation
order in a case where this section empowers it to do so.

1290

Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
1292
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
1293
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
1291
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3.5.1.1.3

Motor-vehicle exception

Power to make the order
PCC(S)A 2000 s.130 1294 : Compensation order against convicted persons
s.130(6) - a compensation order may only be made in respect of injury, loss or damage (other
than loss suffered by a person’s dependants in consequence of his death) which was
due to an accident arising out of the presence of a motor vehicle on a road, if—
(a)

it is in respect of damage which is treated by subsection (5) above as resulting
from an offence under the Theft Act 1968 or Fraud Act 2006; or

(b)

it is in respect of injury, loss or damage as respects which—
(i)

the offender is uninsured in relation to the use of the vehicle; and

(ii)

compensation is not payable under any arrangements to which the
Secretary of State is a party.

Setting the amount
PCC(S)A 2000 s.130 1295 : Compensation order against convicted persons
s.130(7) - where a compensation order is made in respect of injury, loss or damage due to an
accident arising out of the presence of a motor vehicle on a road, the amount to be
paid may include an amount representing the whole or part of any loss of or reduction
in preferential rates of insurance attributable to the accident.
Interpretation etc.
PCC(S)A 2000 s.130 1296 : Compensation order against convicted persons
s.130(8) - a vehicle the use of which is exempted from insurance by section 144 of the Road
Traffic Act 1988 is not uninsured for the purposes of subsection (6) above.
3.5.1.1.4

Deciding whether or not to make an order

Must prove a loss/injury
Note: There are several cases which establish the principle that the loss must be proved and that
where the loss is disputed an order should not be made until proven, as an example, see R. v
Kneeshaw (1974) 58 Cr. App. R. 439.
Magistrates’ Courts Sentencing Guidelines, Sentencing Guidelines Council
p.165 [7]

In cases where it is difficult to ascertain the full amount of the loss suffered by the
victim, consideration should be given to making a compensation order for an amount
representing the agreed or likely loss. Where relevant information is not immediately
available, it may be appropriate to grant an adjournment for it to be obtained.

1294

Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
1296
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
1295
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R. v Cooper (1982) 4 Cr. App. R. (S.) 55
An award of compensation is not appropriate where matters such as full details of the injury and
matters which may reduce the amount of compensation are not ascertained and cannot be
ascertained. In such circumstances proceedings in the County Court would be more appropriate.
Complex cases
R. v James [2003] EWCA Crim 811; [2003] 2 Cr. App. R. (S.) 97 (p.574)
It is wrong to make a compensation order where there are difficult and complex issues of liability
and the sum claimed is neither agreed nor proved.
Order should be attributed to relevant offence
TICs and Totality Guideline, Sentencing Council
p.12

Where compensation is being ordered, that will need to be attributed to the relevant
offence as will any necessary ancillary orders.

3.5.1.1.5

Fixing the amount

General
PCC(S)A 2000 s.130 1297 : Compensation order against convicted persons
s.130(4) - compensation under subsection (1) above shall be of such amount as the court
considers appropriate, having regard to any evidence and to any representations that
are made by or on behalf of the accused or the prosecutor.
s.130(11) - in determining whether to make a compensation order against any person, and in
determining the amount to be paid by any person under such an order, the court shall
have regard to his means so far as they appear or are known to the court.
R. v Amey (1982) 4 Cr. App. R. (S) 410
Care must be taken to ensure that the evidence is sufficient before making an order. The amount
of loss should be established by evidence, not inference or guesswork.
Magistrates’ Courts Sentencing Guidelines, Sentencing Guidelines Council
Note: Pages 165 and 166 of the guidelines specify suggested amounts for physical injury. They
are taken from the CICS (2001). The CICS table was updated in 2012.
Global orders
TICs and Totality Guideline, Sentencing Council p.16
The court should not fix a global compensation figure unless the offences were committed against
the same victim (R v Warton [1976] Crim LR 520). Where there are competing claims for limited
funds, the total compensation available should normally be apportioned on a pro rata basis (R v
Miller [1976] Crim LR 694).

1297
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Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
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Offenders aged under 18
PCC(S)A 2000 s.131 1298 : Limit on amount payable under compensation order of magistrates’
court in case of young offender
s.131(A1) - this section applies if (but only if) a magistrates’ court has convicted a person aged
under 18 (“the offender”) of an offence or offences.
s.131(1) - the compensation to be paid under a compensation order made by the court in respect
of the offence, or any one of the offences, shall not exceed £5,000.
s.131(2) - the compensation or total compensation to be paid under a compensation order or
compensation orders made by the court in respect of any offence or offence taken into
consideration in determining sentence shall not exceed the difference (if any)
between—
(a)

the amount or total amount which under subsection (1) above is the maximum for
the offence or offences of which the offender has been convicted; and

(b)

the amount or total amounts (if any) which are in fact ordered to be paid in
respect of that offence or those offences.

Payment by instalments
Magistrates’ Courts Sentencing Guidelines, Sentencing Guidelines Council, p.167
Where the offender has little money, the order may have to be scaled down or additional time
allowed to pay; the court may allow compensation to be paid over a period of up to three years in
appropriate cases.
3.5.1.1.6

Effect of compensation order on damages awarded in civil proceedings

PCC(S)A 2000 s.134 1299 : Effect of compensation order on subsequent award of damages in
civil proceedings
s.134(1) - this section shall have effect where a compensation order, or a service compensation
order, has been made in favour of any person in respect of any injury, loss or damage
and a claim by him in civil proceedings for damages in respect of the injury, loss or
damage subsequently falls to be determined.
s.134(2) - the damages in the civil proceedings shall be assessed without regard to the order, but
the plaintiff may only recover an amount equal to the aggregate of the following—
(a)

any amount by which they exceed the compensation; and

(b)

a sum equal to any portion of the compensation which he fails to recover,

and may not enforce the judgment, so far as it relates to a sum such as is mentioned in
paragraph (b) above, without the leave of the court.
s.134(3) - in this section “service compensation order” means a service compensation order
under the Armed Forces Act 2006.

1298
1299

Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
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3.5.1.1.7

Interaction with other sentencing orders

Community orders
TICs and Totality Guideline, Sentencing Council, p.16
A compensation order can be combined with a community order.
Confiscation orders
TICs and Totality Guideline, Sentencing Council, p.16
A compensation order can be combined with a confiscation order where the amount that may be
realised is sufficient. If such an order is made, priority should be given to compensation (R v
Mitchell [2001] Crim LR 239).
POCA 2002 s.13 1300 : Effect of order on court’s other powers
s.13(1) -

if the court makes a confiscation order it must proceed as mentioned in subsections (2)
and (4) in respect of the offence or offences concerned.

s.13(2) -

the court must take account of the confiscation order before—

s.13(3) -

(a)

it imposes a fine on the defendant, or

(b)

it makes an order falling within subsection (3).

these orders fall within this subsection—
(a)

an order involving payment by the defendant, other than [an order under section
21A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 (criminal courts charge) or a priority
order;

(b)

an order under section 27 of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1971 (c. 38) (forfeiture
orders);

(c)

an order under section 143 of the Sentencing Act (deprivation orders);

(d)

an order under section 23 or 23A of the Terrorism Act 2000 (c. 11) (forfeiture
orders).

s.13(3A) - in this section “priority order” means any of the following—

1300
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(a)

a compensation order under section 130 of the Sentencing Act;

(b)

an order requiring payment of a surcharge under section 161A of the Criminal
Justice Act 2003;

(c)

an unlawful profit order under section 4 of the Prevention of Social Housing
Fraud Act 2013.

Commencement: 24 March 2003, SI 2003/333 art.2 and Sch.1, as amended by SCA 2015 s.6 on 1 June
2015.
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Discharges
PCC(S)A 2000 s.12 1301 : Absolute and conditional discharge
s.12(7) -

nothing prevents a court from imposing in addition to a discharge: a compensation
order

Disqualification from being a company director
R. v Holmes (1992) 13 Cr. App. R. (S.) 29
A sentencer who imposes a compensation order should be careful not to reduce or inhibit the
offender’s means to pay the order. When a compensation order is made, it is generally wrong in
principle to inhibit offenders from freely engaging in business activities which must have been
contemplated as necessary for the purposes of fulfilling their obligations under the compensation
order, by disqualifying them from acting as directors of companies.
Fines
PCC(S)A 2000 s.130 1302 : Compensation order against convicted persons
s.130(12) - where the court considers—
(a)

that it would be appropriate both to impose a fine and to make a compensation
order, but

(b)

that the offender has insufficient means to pay both an appropriate fine and
appropriate compensation,

the court shall give preference to compensation (though it may impose a fine as well).
TICs and Totality Guideline, Sentencing Council, p.16
Priority is given to the imposition of a compensation order over a fine. This does not affect
sentences other than fines. This means that the fine should be reduced or, if necessary, dispensed
with altogether, to enable the compensation to be paid.
Imprisonment (immediate)
TICs and Totality Guideline, Sentencing Council, p 16
A compensation order can be combined with a sentence of immediate custody where the offender
is clearly able to pay or has good prospects of employment on his release from custody.
Suspended sentence orders
TICs and Totality Guideline, Sentencing Council, p 16
A compensation order can be combined with a suspended sentence order.
Note: The guideline cites PCC(S)A 2000 s.118(5) as its authority for this proposition; a suspended
sentence order is an order under the CJA 2003. The order under the 2000 Act to which s.118
applies is a suspended sentence. This provision has been repealed subject to certain savings.
There is no provision dealing with SSOs under the 2003 Act.

1301
1302

Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1)
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
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Surcharge
CJA 2003 s.161A 1303 : Court’s duty to order payment of surcharge
s.161A(3) - where a court dealing with an offender considers–
(a)

that it would be appropriate to make one or more of a compensation order, an
unlawful profit order and a slavery and trafficking reparation order, but

(b)

that he has insufficient means to pay both the surcharge and and appropriate
amounts under such of those orders as it would be appropriate to make,

the court must reduce the surcharge accordingly (if necessary to nil).
Surcharge where order made/varied on appeal
PCC(S)A 2000 s.132 1304 : Compensation orders: appeals etc.
s.132(4A) - where an order is made in respect of a person under subsection (3) or (4) above, the
Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court shall make such order for the payment of a
surcharge under section 161A of the Criminal Justice Act 2003, or such variation of the
order of the Crown Court under that section, as is necessary to secure that the
person’s liability under that section is the same as it would be if he were being dealt
with by the Crown Court.
3.5.1.1.8

Review of compensation orders

Power
PCC(S)A 2000 s.133 1305 : Review of compensation orders
s.133(1) - the magistrates’ court for the time being having functions in relation to the enforcement
of a compensation order (in this section referred to as “the appropriate court”) may, on
the application of the person against whom the compensation order was made,
discharge the order or reduce the amount which remains to be paid; but this is subject
to subsections (2) to (4) below.
When can the power be exercised?
PCC(S)A 2000 s.133 1306 : Review of compensation orders
s.133(2) - the appropriate court may exercise a power conferred by subsection (1) above only—

1303

(a)

at a time when (disregarding any power of a court to grant leave to appeal out of
time) there is no further possibility of an appeal on which the compensation order
could be varied or set aside; and

(b)

at a time before the person against whom the compensation order was made has
paid into court the whole of the compensation which the order requires him to
pay.

Commencement: 1 April 2007, as inserted by DVCVA 2004 s.14(1), SI 2007/602 art.2(a).
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
1305
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
1306
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
1304
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s.133(3) - the appropriate court may exercise a power conferred by subsection (1) above only if it
appears to the court—
(a)

that the injury, loss or damage in respect of which the compensation order was
made has been held in civil proceedings to be less than it was taken to be for the
purposes of the order; or

(b)

in the case of a compensation order in respect of the loss of any property, that
the property has been recovered by the person in whose favour the order was
made; or

(c)

that the means of the person against whom the compensation order was made
are insufficient to satisfy in full both the order and any or all of the following made
against him in the same proceedings—

(d)

(i)

a confiscation order under Part 6 of the Criminal Justice Act 1988 or Part 2
of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002;

(ii)

an unlawful profit order under section 4 of the Prevention of Social Housing
Fraud Act 2013;

(iii)

a slavery and trafficking reparation order under section 8 of the Modern
Slavery Act 2015; or

that the person against whom the compensation order was made has suffered a
substantial reduction in his means which was unexpected at the time when the
order was made, and that his means seem unlikely to increase for a considerable
period.

Must get consent of Crown Court
PCC(S)A 2000 s.133 1307 : Review of compensation orders
s.133(4) - where the compensation order was made by the Crown Court, the appropriate court
shall not exercise any power conferred by subsection (1) above in a case where it is
satisfied as mentioned in paragraph (c) or (d) of subsection (3) above unless it has first
obtained the consent of the Crown Court.
Orders made on appeal
PCC(S)A 2000 s.133 1308 : Review of compensation orders
s.133(5) - where the compensation order has been made on appeal, for the purposes of
subsection (4) above it shall be deemed—

1307
1308

(a)

if it was made on an appeal brought from a magistrates’ court, to have been
made by that magistrates’ court;

(b)

if it was made on an appeal brought from the Crown Court or from the criminal
division of the Court of Appeal, to have been made by the Crown Court.

Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
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3.5.1.1.9

Appeals

Compensation not payable until time limit to appeal conviction or sentence or vary
sentence has expired
PCC(S)A 2000 s.132 1309 : Compensation orders: appeals etc.
s.32(1) -

a person in whose favour a compensation order is made shall not be entitled to receive
the amount due to him until (disregarding any power of a court to grant leave to appeal
out of time) there is no further possibility of an appeal on which the order could be
varied or set aside.

s.132(2) - the Criminal Procedure Rules may make provision regarding the way in which the
magistrates’ court for the time being having functions (by virtue of section 41(1) of the
Administration of Justice Act 1970) in relation to the enforcement of a compensation
order is to deal with money paid in satisfaction of the order where the entitlement of the
person in whose favour it was made is suspended.
Court of Appeal: Power to annul or vary order
PCC(S)A 2000 s.132 1310 : Compensation orders: appeals etc.
s.132(3) - the Court of Appeal may by order annul or vary any compensation order made by the
court of trial, although the conviction is not quashed; and the order, if annulled, shall
not take effect and, if varied, shall take effect as varied.
Order made/varied on appeal: Surcharge
PCC(S)A 2000 s.132 1311 : Compensation orders: appeals etc.
s.132(4A) - where an order is made in respect of a person under subsection (3) or (4) above, the
Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court shall make such order for the payment of a
surcharge under section 161A of the Criminal Justice Act 2003, or such variation of the
order of the Crown Court under that section, as is necessary to secure that the
person’s liability under that section is the same as it would be if he were being dealt
with by the Crown Court.
TICs
PCC(S)A 2000 s.132 1312 : Compensation orders: appeals etc.
s.132(5) - where a compensation order has been made against any person in respect of an
offence taken into consideration in determining his sentence—
(a)

1309

the order shall cease to have effect if he successfully appeals against his
conviction of the offence or, if more than one, all the offences, of which he was
convicted in the proceedings in which the order was made;

Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
1311
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
1312
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
1310
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(b)

he may appeal against the order as if it were part of the sentence imposed in
respect of the offence or, if more than one, any of the offences, of which he was
so convicted.

Supreme Court: Power to order
PCC(S)A 2000 s.132 1313 : Compensation orders: appeals etc.
s.132(4) - where the Supreme Court restores a conviction, it may make any compensation order
which the court of trial could have made.
3.5.1.2.

Restitution Orders

3.5.1.2.1

Making the order

Availability
PCC(S)A 2000 s.148 1314 : Restitution orders
s.148(1) - this section applies where goods have been stolen, and either—
(a)

a person is convicted of any offence with reference to the theft (whether or not
the stealing is the gist of his offence); or

(b)

a person is convicted of any other offence, but such an offence as is mentioned
in paragraph (a) above is taken into consideration in determining his sentence.

s.148(5) - the court shall not exercise the powers conferred by this section unless in the opinion
of the court the relevant facts sufficiently appear from evidence given at the trial or the
available documents, together with admissions made by or on behalf of any person in
connection with any proposed exercise of the powers.
s.148(6) - in subsection (5) above “the available documents” means—
(a)

any written statements or admissions which were made for use, and would have
been admissible, as evidence at the trial; and

(b)

such documents as were served on the offender in pursuance of regulations
made under paragraph 1 of Schedule 3 to the Crime and Disorder Act 1998.

Application not necessary
PCC(S)A 2000 s.149 1315 : Restitution orders: supplementary
s.149(1) - the following provisions of this section shall have effect with respect to section 148
above.
s.149(2) - the powers conferred by subsections (2)(c) and (4) of that section shall be exercisable
without any application being made in that behalf or on the application of any person
appearing to the court to be interested in the property concerned.

1313

Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1)
1315
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1)
1314
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Power to order
PCC(S)A 2000 s.148 1316 : Restitution orders
s.148(2) - where this section applies, the court by or before which the offender is convicted may
on the conviction (whether or not the passing of sentence is in other respects deferred)
exercise any of the following powers—
(a)

the court may order anyone having possession or control of the stolen goods to
restore them to any person entitled to recover them from him; or

(b)

on the application of a person entitled to recover from the person convicted any
other goods directly or indirectly representing the stolen goods (as being the
proceeds of any disposal or realisation of the whole or part of them or of goods
so representing them), the court may order those other goods to be delivered or
transferred to the applicant; or

(c)

the court may order that a sum not exceeding the value of the stolen goods shall
be paid, out of any money of the person convicted which was taken out of his
possession on his apprehension, to any person who, if those goods were in the
possession of the person convicted, would be entitled to recover them from him;

and in this subsection “the stolen goods” means the goods referred to in subsection (1)
above.
R. v Church (1971) 55 Cr. App. R. 65
The court has no power to receive evidence after the conclusion of the trial to establish the basis
for making a restitution order. Restitution orders should only be made in the plainest cases.
Crown money
PCC(S)A 2000 s.148 1317 : Restitution orders
s.148(11) - an order may be made under this section in respect of money owed by the Crown.
Recovery limited to value of goods
PCC(S)A 2000 s.148 1318 : Restitution orders
s.148(3) - where the court has power on a person’s conviction to make an order against him both
under paragraph (b) and under paragraph (c) of subsection (2) above with reference to
the stealing of the same goods, the court may make orders under both paragraphs
provided that the person in whose favour the orders are made does not thereby
recover more than the value of those goods.

1316

Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1)
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1)
1318
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1)
1317
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Consequential victims
PCC(S)A 2000 s.148 1319 : Restitution orders
s.148(4) - where the court on a person’s conviction makes an order under subsection (2)(a)
above for the restoration of any goods, and it appears to the court that the person
convicted—
(a)

has sold the goods to a person acting in good faith, or

(b)

has borrowed money on the security of them from a person so acting,

the court may order that there shall be paid to the purchaser or lender, out of any
money of the person convicted which was taken out of his possession on his
apprehension, a sum not exceeding the amount paid for the purchase by the purchaser
or, as the case may be, the amount owed to the lender in respect of the loan.
Effect of order
PCC(S)A 2000 s.148 1320 : Restitution orders
s.148(7) - any order under this section shall be treated as an order for the restitution of property
within the meaning of section 30 of the Criminal Appeal Act 1968 (which relates to the
effect on such orders of appeals).
Definitions
PCC(S)A 2000 s.148 1321 : Restitution orders
s.148(8) - subject to subsection (9) below, references in this section to stealing shall be construed
in accordance with section 1(1) of the Theft Act 1968 (read with the provisions of that
Act relating to the construction of section 1(1)).
s.148(9) - Subsections (1) and (4) of section 24 of that Act (interpretation of certain provisions)
shall also apply in relation to this section as they apply in relation to the provisions of
that Act relating to goods which have been stolen.
s.148(10) - in this section and section 149 below, “goods”, except in so far as the context
otherwise requires, includes money and every other description of property (within the
meaning of the Theft Act 1968) except land, and includes things severed from the land
by stealing.
3.5.1.2.2

Appeals

CAA 1968 s.30 1322 : Restitution of property
s.30(1) -

the operation of an order for the restitution of property to a person made by the Crown
Court shall, unless the Court direct to the contrary in any case in which, in their opinion,
the title to the property is not in dispute, be suspended until (disregarding any power of
a court to grant leave to appeal out of time) there is no further possibility of an appeal

1319

Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1)
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1)
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on which the order could be varied or set aside, and provision may be made by rules of
court for the custody of any property in the meantime.
s.30(2) -

the Court of Appeal may by order annul or vary any order made by the court of trial for
the restitution of property to any person, although the conviction is not quashed; and
the order, if annulled, shall not take effect and, if varied, shall take effect as so varied.

s.30(3) -

where the Supreme Court restores a conviction, it may make any order for the
restitution of property which the court of trial could have made.

PCC(S)A 2000 s.149 1323 : Restitution orders: supplementary
Order is suspended until time period to appeal has expired
s.149(1) - the following provisions of this section shall have effect with respect to section 148
above.
s.149(4) - any order under that section made by a magistrates’ court shall be suspended—
(a)

in any case until the end of the period for the time being prescribed by law for the
giving of notice of appeal against a decision of a magistrates’ court;

(b)

where notice of appeal is given within the period so prescribed, until the
determination of the appeal;

but this subsection shall not apply where the order is made under section 148(2)(a) or
(b) and the court so directs, being of the opinion that the title to the goods to be
restored or, as the case may be, delivered or transferred under the order is not in
dispute.
TICS
PCC(S)A 2000 s.149 1324 : Restitution orders: supplementary
s.149(1) - the following provisions of this section shall have effect with respect to section 148
above.
s.149(3) - where an order is made under that section against any person in respect of an offence
taken into consideration in determining his sentence—

1323
1324
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(a)

the order shall cease to have effect if he successfully appeals against his
conviction of the offence or, if more than one, all the offences, of which he was
convicted in the proceedings in which the order was made;

(b)

he may appeal against the order as if it were part of the sentence imposed in
respect of the offence or, if more than one, any of the offences, of which he was
so convicted.

Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1)
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1)
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3.5.2.

Slavery and trafficking reparation orders

3.5.2.1.

General

What is a slavery and trafficking reparation order?
MSA 2015 s.9 1325 : Effect of slavery and trafficking reparation orders
s.9(1) -

a slavery and trafficking reparation order is an order requiring the person against whom
it is made to pay compensation to the victim of a relevant offence for any harm
resulting from that offence.

s.9(2) -

“Relevant offence” means—
(a)

the offence under section 1, 2 or 4 of which the person is convicted;

(b)

any other offence under section 1, 2 or 4 which is taken into consideration in
determining the person’s sentence.

Interpretation
MSA 2015 s.8 1326 : Power to make slavery and trafficking reparation orders
s.8(8) -

in this section—
(a)

“the court” means—
(i)

the Crown Court, or

(ii)

any magistrates’ court that has power to make a confiscation order by
virtue of an order under section 97 of the Serious Organised Crime and
Police Act 2005 (confiscation orders by magistrates’ courts);

(b)

“confiscation order” means a confiscation order under section 6 of the Proceeds
of Crime Act 2002;

(c)

a confiscation order is made in respect of an offence if the offence is the offence
(or one of the offences) concerned for the purposes of Part 2 of that Act.

MSA 2015 s.13 1327 : Interpretation of Part 1
s.13(1) -

in this Part—
“captain” means master (of a ship) or commander (of an aircraft);
“confiscation order” has the meaning given by section 8(8);
“the Human Rights Convention” means the Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms agreed by the Council of Europe at Rome on 4th
November 1950;
“land vehicle” means any vehicle other than a ship or aircraft;
“ship” includes every description of vessel (including a hovercraft) used in navigation;
“slavery and trafficking reparation order” means an order made under section 8;
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Commencement: 31 July 2015, SI 2015/1476 reg.2(a).
Commencement: 31 July 2015, SI 2015/1476 reg.2(a).
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“UK national” means—
(a)

a British citizen,

(b)

a person who is a British subject by virtue of Part 4 of the British Nationality Act
1981 and who has a right of abode in the United Kingdom, or

(c)

a person who is a British overseas territories citizen by virtue of a connection with
Gibraltar.

s.13(2) -

in sections 8 and 10, references to provisions of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002
include references to those provisions as amended or otherwise modified by virtue of
an order (whenever made) under section 97 of the Serious Organised Crime and
Police Act 2005 (confiscation orders by magistrates’ courts).

s.13(3) -

in sections 11 and 12, a reference to being an owner of a vehicle, ship or aircraft
includes a reference to being any of a number of persons who jointly own it.

3.5.2.2.

Making the order

Availability
MSA 2015 s.8 1328 : Power to make slavery and trafficking reparation orders
s.8(1) -

s.8(2) -

the court may make a slavery and trafficking reparation order against a person if—
(a)

the person has been convicted of an offence under section 1, 2 or 4, and

(b)

a confiscation order is made against the person in respect of the offence.

the court may also make a slavery and trafficking reparation order against a person if—
(a)

by virtue of section 28 of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (defendants who
abscond during proceedings) a confiscation order has been made against a
person in respect of an offence under section 1, 2 or 4, and

(b)

the person is later convicted of the offence.

s.8(3) -

the court may make a slavery and trafficking reparation order against the person in
addition to dealing with the person in any other way (subject to section 10(1)).

s.8(4) -

in a case within subsection (1) the court may make a slavery and trafficking reparation
order against the person even if the person has been sentenced for the offence before
the confiscation order is made.

Application of compensation order provisions to slavery and trafficking reparation orders
MSA 2015 s.10 1329 : Slavery and trafficking reparation orders: supplementary provision
s.10(2) -

where the court makes a slavery and trafficking reparation order as mentioned in
section 8(4), for the purposes of the following provisions the person’s sentence is to be
regarded as imposed or made on the day on which the order is made—
(a)

1328
1329
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section 18(2) of the Criminal Appeal Act 1968 (time limit for notice of appeal or
application for leave to appeal);

Commencement: 31 July 2015, SI 2015/1476 reg.2(a).
Commencement: 31 July 2015, SI 2015/1476 reg.2(a).
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(b)
s.10(3) -

paragraph 1 of Schedule 3 to the Criminal Justice Act 1988 (time limit for notice
of application for leave to refer a case under section 36 of that Act).

sections 132 to 132 of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000 (appeals,
review etc of compensation orders) apply to slavery and trafficking reparation orders as
if—
(a)

references to a compensation order were references to a slavery and trafficking
reparation order;

(b)

references to the court of trial were references to the court (within the meaning of
section 8 above);

(c)

references to injury, loss or damage were references to harm;

(d)

the reference in section 133(3)(c)(iii) to a slavery and trafficking reparation order
under section 8 above were to a compensation order under section 130 of that
Act;

(e)

in section 134 the references to service compensation orders were omitted.

Determining whether or not to make an order
MSA 2015 s.8 1330 : Power to make slavery and trafficking reparation orders
s.8(5) -

in determining whether to make a slavery and trafficking reparation order against the
person the court must have regard to the person’s means.

Determining the amount
MSA 2015 s.9 1331 : Effect of slavery and trafficking reparation orders
s.9(3) -

the amount of the compensation is to be such amount as the court considers
appropriate having regard to any evidence and to any representations made by or on
behalf of the person or the prosecutor, but subject to subsection (4).

s.9(4) -

the amount of the compensation payable under the slavery and trafficking reparation
order (or if more than one order is made in the same proceedings, the total amount of
the compensation payable under those orders) must not exceed the amount the person
is required to pay under the confiscation order.

s.9(5) -

in determining the amount to be paid by the person under a slavery and trafficking
reparation order the court must have regard to the person’s means.

s.9(6) -

in subsection (4) “the confiscation order” means the confiscation order within section
8(1)(b) or (2)(a) (as the case may be).

1330
1331

Commencement: 31 July 2015, SI 2015/1476 reg.2(a).
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Reparation orders take preference over fines
MSA 2015 s.8 1332 : Power to make slavery and trafficking reparation orders
s.8(6) -

if the court considers that—
(a)

it would be appropriate both to impose a fine and to make a slavery and
trafficking reparation order, but

(b)

the person has insufficient means to pay both an appropriate fine and appropriate
compensation under such an order,

the court must give preference to compensation (although it may impose a fine as
well).
Duty of court to give reasons when not making an order
MSA 2015 s.8 1333 : Power to make slavery and trafficking reparation orders
s.8(7) -

3.5.2.3.

in any case in which the court has power to make a slavery and trafficking reparation
order it must—
(a)

consider whether to make such an order (whether or not an application for such
an order is made), and

(b)

if it does not make an order, give reasons.

Interaction with other sentencing orders

Compensation orders
MSA 2015 s.10 1334 : Slavery and trafficking reparation orders: supplementary provision
s.10(1) -

a slavery and trafficking reparation order and a compensation order under section 130
of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000 may not both be made in
respect of the same offence.

Confiscation orders
MSA 2015 s.10 1335 : Slavery and trafficking reparation orders: supplementary provision
s.10(4) -

if under section 21 or 22 of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 the court varies a
confiscation order so as to increase the amount required to be paid under that order, it
may also vary any slavery and trafficking reparation order made by virtue of the
confiscation order so as to increase the amount required to be paid under the slavery
and trafficking reparation order.

s.10(5) -

if under section 23 or 29 of that Act the court varies a confiscation order so as to
reduce the amount required to be paid under that order, it may also—
(a)

1332

vary any relevant slavery and trafficking reparation order so as to reduce the
amount which remains to be paid under that order;

Commencement: 31 July 2015, SI 2015/1476 reg.2(a).
Commencement: 31 July 2015, SI 2015/1476 reg.2(a).
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(b)

discharge any relevant slavery and trafficking reparation order.

s.10(6) -

if under section 24 of that Act the court discharges a confiscation order, it may also
discharge any relevant slavery and trafficking reparation order.

s.10(7) -

for the purposes of subsections (5) and (6) a slavery and trafficking reparation order is
relevant if it is made by virtue of the confiscation order and some or all of the amount
required to be paid under it has not been paid.

s.10(8) -

if on an appeal under section 31 of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 the Court of
Appeal—

s.10(9) -

(a)

quashes a confiscation order, it must also quash any slavery and trafficking
reparation order made by virtue of the confiscation order;

(b)

varies a confiscation order, it may also vary any slavery and trafficking reparation
order made by virtue of the confiscation order;

(c)

makes a confiscation order, it may make any slavery and trafficking reparation
order that could have been made under section 8 above by virtue of the
confiscation order.

if on an appeal under section 33 of that Act the Supreme Court—
(a)

quashes a confiscation order, it must also quash any slavery and trafficking
reparation order made by virtue of the confiscation order;

(b)

varies a confiscation order, it may also vary any slavery and trafficking reparation
order made by virtue of the confiscation order.

s.10(10) - for the purposes of this section—
(a)

a slavery and trafficking reparation order made under section 8(1) is made by
virtue of the confiscation order within section 8(1)(b);

(b)

a slavery and trafficking reparation order made under section 8(2) is made by
virtue of the confiscation order within section 8(2)(a).
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3.5.3.

Surcharge

3.5.3.1.

Duty to impose a surcharge

CJA 2003 s.161A 1336 : Court’s duty to order payment of surcharge
Duty to impose surcharge
s.161A(1) - a court when dealing with a person for one or more offences must also (subject to
subsections (2) and (3)) order him to pay a surcharge.
Exceptions
s.161A(2) - subsection (1) does not apply in such cases as may be prescribed by an order made
by the Secretary of State.
s.161A(4) - for the purposes of this section a court does not “deal with” a person if it–
(a)

discharges him absolutely, or

(b)

makes an order under the Mental Health Act 1983 in respect of him.

Insufficient means to pay both surcharge and compensation/unlawful profit order
s.161A(3) - where a court dealing with an offender considers–
(a)

that it would be appropriate to make one or more of a compensation order, an
unlawful profit order and a slavery and trafficking reparation order, but

(b)

that he has insufficient means to pay both the surcharge and and appropriate
amounts under such of those orders as it would be appropriate to make,

the court must reduce the surcharge accordingly (if necessary to nil).
s.161A(5) - in this section —
“slavery and trafficking reparation order” means an order under section 8 of the Modern
Slavery Act 2015, and “unlawful profit order” means an unlawful profit order under
section 4 of the Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013.
3.5.3.2.

Secretary of State’s power to set the amount of the surcharge

CJA 2003 s.161B 1337 : Amount of surcharge
s.161B(1) - the surcharge payable under section 161A is such amount as the Secretary of State
may specify by order.
s.161B(2) - an order under this section may provide for the amount to depend on:

1336
1337
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(a)

the offence or offences committed,

(b)

how the offender is otherwise dealt with (including, where the offender is fined,
the amount of the fine),

(c)

the age of the offender.

Commencement: 1 April 2007, as inserted by DVCVA 2004 s.14(1), SI 2007/602 art.2(a).
Commencement: 1 April 2007, as inserted by DVCVA 2004 s.14(1), SI 2007/602 art.2(a).
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This is not to be read as limiting section 330(3) (power to make different provision for
different purposes etc).
3.5.3.3.

The amounts

3.5.3.3.1

Offence (or one of multiple offences) committed between 1 April 2007 and 1
October 2012

Citation, commencement and interpretation
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) (No 2) Order 2007 (SI 2007/1079)
art.1(1) -

this Order may be cited as the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge)(No 2) Order 2007
and shall come into force on 1st April 2007.

art.1(2) -

in this Order “the 2003 Act” means the Criminal Justice Act 2003.

Revocation
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) (No 2) Order 2007 (SI 2007/1079)
art.2 -

the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) Order 2007 is revoked.

Cases in which the duty to order payment of the surcharge does not apply
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) (No 2) Order 2007 (SI 2007/1079)
art.3(1) -

Section 161A(1) of the 2003 Act (court’s duty to order payment of surcharge) does not
apply in the cases prescribed in paragraph (2).

art.3(2) -

the cases referred to in paragraph (1) are those in which a court deals with a person for
one or more offences and does not impose a fine.

Amount of surcharge
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) (No 2) Order 2007 (SI 2007/1079)
art.4 -

the amount specified for the purposes of section 161B(1) of the 2003 Act as the
surcharge payable under section 161A of that Act is £15.

3.5.3.3.2

Offence (or one of multiple offences) committed between 1 October 2012 and
31 August 2014

Citation, commencement and interpretation
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) Order 2012 (SI 2012/1696) 1338
art.1(1) -

this Order may be cited as the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) Order 2012 and
comes into force on 1st October 2012.

art.1(2) -

in this Order “the 2003 Act” means the Criminal Justice Act 2003.

para.1(3) - a reference in this Order to a table is a reference to a table in the Schedule.

1338
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Cases in which the duty to order payment of the surcharge does not apply
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) Order 2012 (SI 2012/1696) 1339
art.2 -

Section 161A(1) of the 2003 Act (court’s duty to order payment of surcharge) does not
apply in cases in which a court deals with a person for one or more offences and does
not impose any disposal described in the Schedule.

Amount of surcharge: offences committed by an individual aged under 18
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) Order 2012 (SI 2012/1696) 1340
art.3(1) -

Where a court deals with an individual for one or more offences by way of a single
disposal described in column 1 of table 1, and every one of those offences was
committed when that individual was aged under 18, the surcharge payable under
section 161A of the 2003 Act is the amount specified in the corresponding entry in
column 2 of that table.

art.3(2) -

where a court deals with an individual for one or more offences by way of more than
one disposal described in column 1 of table 1, and every one of those offences was
committed when that individual was aged under 18, the surcharge payable under
section 161A of the 2003 Act is—
(a)

where the amount in column 2 of that table corresponding to each of those
disposals is the same, that amount;

(b)

where the amount in column 2 of that table corresponding to each of those
disposals is not the same, the highest such amount.

Amount of surcharge: offences committed by an individual aged 18 or over
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) Order 2012 (SI 2012/1696) 1341
art.4(1) -

where a court deals with an individual for one or more offences by way of a single
disposal described in column 1 of table 2, and every one of those offences was
committed when that individual was aged over 18, the surcharge payable under section
161A of the 2003 Act is the amount specified in the corresponding entry in column 2 of
that table.

art.4(2) -

where a court deals with an individual for one or more offences by way of more than
one disposal described in column 1 of table 2, and every one of those offences was
committed when that individual was aged over 18, the surcharge payable under section
161A of the 2003 Act is—

1339

(a)

where the amount in column 2 of that table corresponding to each of those
disposals is the same, that amount;

(b)

where the amount in column 2 of that table corresponding to each of those
disposals is not the same, the highest such amount.

Commencement: 1 October 2012, SI 2012/1696 art.1(1).
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Amount of surcharge: other cases involving offences committed by an individual
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) Order 2012 (SI 2012/1696) 1342
art.5(1) -

where a court deals with an individual for more than one offence by way of a single
disposal described in column 1 of table 1, and the condition in paragraph (3) is satisfied
in relation to those offences, the surcharge payable under section 161A of the 2003 Act
is the amount specified in the corresponding entry in column 2 of that table.

art.5(2) -

where a court deals with an individual for more than one offence by way of more than
one disposal described in column 1 of table 1, and the condition in paragraph (3) is
satisfied in relation to those offences, the surcharge payable under section 161A of the
2003 Act is—

art.5(3) -

(a)

where the amount in column 2 of that table corresponding to each of those
disposals is the same, that amount;

(b)

where the amount in column 2 of that table corresponding to each of those
disposals is not the same, the highest such amount.

the condition in this paragraph is satisfied in relation to the offences for which a court is
dealing with an individual if at least one of those offences was committed when the
individual was under 18 and at least one of those offences was committed when the
individual was aged 18 or over.

Amount of Surcharge: offences committed by a person who is not an individual
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) Order 2012 (SI 2012/1696) 1343
art.6(1) -

where a court deals with a person who is not an individual for one or more offences by
way of a single disposal described in column 1 of table 3, the surcharge payable under
section 161A of the 2003 Act is the amount in column 2 of that table corresponding to
that disposal.

art.6(2) -

where a court deals with a person who is not an individual for one or more offences by
way of more than one disposal described in column 1 of table 3, the surcharge payable
under section 161A of the 2003 Act is the highest amount in column 2 of that table
corresponding to each of those disposals.

Revocation and transitional and saving provision
art.7(1) The Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) (No. 2) Order 2007 (“the 2007 Order”) is
revoked.
art.7(2) -

1342
1343

notwithstanding its revocation by paragraph (1), the 2007 Order continues to apply,
and Articles 2 to 6 of this Order do not apply, where after the coming into force of this
Order a court deals with a person for—
(a)

a single offence committed before 1st October 2012; or

(b)

more than one offence, at least one of which was committed before 1st October
2012.

Commencement: 1 October 2012, SI 2012/1696 art.1(1).
Commencement: 1 October 2012, SI 2012/1696 art.1(1).
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Schedule 1
Table 1 - Offences committed by those under 18
Column 1

Column 2

An order under section 12(1)(b) of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act
2000 (conditional discharge)

£10

A fine

£15

An order under section 1 of the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008 (youth
rehabilitation orders)

£15

An order under section 16(2) or 16(3) of the Powers of Criminal Courts
(Sentencing) Act 2000 (referral orders)

£15

An order under section 177(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (community orders)

£15

An order under section 189(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (suspended
sentences of imprisonment)

£20

A sentence specified in section 76 of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing)
Act 2000 (meaning of custodial sentence) where imposed by the Crown Court

£20

Table 2 - Offences committed by those aged 18 or over
Column 1
An order under section 12(1)(b) of the Powers of
Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000
(conditional discharge)
A fine

Column 2
£15

10 per cent of the value of the fine, rounded
up or down to the nearest pound, which must
be no less than £20 and no more than £120.

An order under section 177(1) of the Criminal
Justice Act 2003 (community orders)

£60

An order under section 189(1) of the Criminal
Justice Act 2003 (suspended sentences of
imprisonment) where the sentence of
imprisonment or detention in a young offender
institution is for a period of 6 months or less

£80

An order under section 189(1) of the Criminal
Justice Act 2003 (suspended sentences of
imprisonment) where the sentence of
imprisonment or detention in a young offender
institution is for a determinate period of more than
6 months

£100

A sentence of imprisonment or detention in a
young offender institution imposed by the Crown
Court for a determinate period of up to and
including 6 months

£80

A sentence of imprisonment or detention in a
young offender institution imposed by the Crown
Court for a determinate period of more than 6
months and up to and including 24 months

£100
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Column 1

Column 2

A sentence of imprisonment or detention in a
young offender institution for a determinate period
exceeding 24 months

£120

A sentence of imprisonment or custody for life

£120

Table 3 - Offences committed by those who are not individuals
Column 1

Column 2

An order under section 12(1)(b) of the Powers
of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000
(conditional discharge)
A fine

3.5.3.3.3

£15

10 per cent of the value of the fine, rounded up
or down to the nearest pound, which must be
no less than £20 and no more than £120.
Offence (or one of multiple offences) committed before 1 September 2014

Citation and commencement
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) (Amendment) Order 2014 (SI 2014/2120)
art.1 -

This Order may be cited as the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) (Amendment)
Order 2014 and comes into force on 1st September 2014.

Amendments to the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) Order 2012
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) (Amendment) Order 2014 (SI 2014/2120)
art.2(1) -

the Schedule to the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) Order 2012 is amended as
follows.

para.2(2) - in Column 1 of Table 1, in the entry relating to section 76 of the Powers of Criminal
Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000, omit “where imposed by the Crown Court”.
art.2(3) -

in Column 1 of Table 2, in the entry relating to a sentence of imprisonment or detention
in a young offender institution for a determinate period of up to and including 6 months,
omit “imposed by the Crown Court”.

art.2(4) -

in Column 1 of Table 2, in the entry relating to a sentence of imprisonment or detention
in a young offender institution for a determinate period of more than 6 months and up
to and including 24 months, omit “imposed by the Crown Court”.

Transitional provision
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Surcharge) (Amendment) Order 2014 (SI 2014/2120)
art.3 -

the amendments made by article 2 do not apply where, after the coming into force of
this Order, a magistrates’ court deals with a person for—
(a)

a single offence committed before the coming into force of this Order; or

(b)

more than one offence, at least one of which was committed before the coming
into force of this Order.
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The tables, as amended
Table 1 - Offences committed by those under 18
Column 1

Column 2

An order under section 12(1)(b) of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act
2000 (conditional discharge)

£10

A fine

£15

An order under section 1 of the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008 (youth
rehabilitation orders)

£15

An order under section 16(2) or 16(3) of the Powers of Criminal Courts
(Sentencing) Act 2000 (referral orders)

£15

An order under section 177(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (community orders)

£15

An order under section 189(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (suspended
sentences of imprisonment)

£20

A sentence specified in section 76 of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing)
Act 2000 (meaning of custodial sentence)

£20

Table 2 - Offences committed by those aged 18 or over
Column 1
An order under section 12(1)(b) of the Powers of
Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000 (conditional
discharge)
A fine

Column 2
£15

10 per cent of the value of the fine,
rounded up or down to the nearest
pound, which must be no less than
£20 and no more than £120.

An order under section 177(1) of the Criminal Justice
Act 2003 (community orders)

£60

An order under section 189(1) of the Criminal Justice
Act 2003 (suspended sentences of imprisonment) where
the sentence of imprisonment or detention in a young
offender institution is for a period of 6 months or less

£80

An order under section 189(1) of the Criminal Justice
Act 2003 (suspended sentences of imprisonment) where
the sentence of imprisonment or detention in a young
offender institution is for a determinate period of more
than 6 months

£100

A sentence of imprisonment or detention in a young
offender institution for a determinate period of up to and
including 6 months

£80

A sentence of imprisonment or detention in a young
offender institution for a determinate period of more than
6 months and up to and including 24 months

£100
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Column 1

Column 2

A sentence of imprisonment or detention in a young
offender institution for a determinate period exceeding
24 months

£120

A sentence of imprisonment or custody for life

£120

Table 3 - Offences committed by those who are not individuals
Column 1

Column 2

An order under section 12(1)(b) of the Powers
of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000
(conditional discharge)

£15

A fine

10 per cent of the value of the fine, rounded up
or down to the nearest pound, which must be
no less than £20 and no more than £120.
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3.5.4.

Costs

3.5.4.1.

Introduction

Criminal Procedure Rules 2015 (SI2015/1490)
rule.45.1(1) - This Part applies where the court can make an order about costs under—
(a)

Part II of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985(a) and Part II, IIA or IIB of
The Costs in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986(b);

(b)

section 109 of the Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980(c);

(c)

section 52 of the Senior Courts Act 1981(d) and rule 76.6 or rule 76.7;

(d)

section 8 of the Bankers Books Evidence Act 1879(e);

(e)

section 2C(8) of the Criminal Procedure (Attendance of Witnesses) Act 1965(f);

(f)

section 36(5) of the Criminal Justice Act 1972(g);

(g)

section 159(5) and Schedule 3, paragraph 11, of the Criminal Justice Act
1988(h);

(h)

section 14H(5) of the Football Spectators Act 1989(i);

(i)

section 4(7) of the Dangerous Dogs Act 1991(j);

(j)

Part 3 of the Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order 2008(k);
or

(k)

Part 1 or 2 of the Extradition Act 2003(l).

rule45.1(2) - In this Part, ‘costs’ means—
(a)

the fees payable to a legal representative;

(b)

the disbursements paid by a legal representative; and

(c)

any other expenses incurred in connection with the case.

Note. 1344 A costs order can be made under—
(a)

section 16 of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985(m) (defence costs), for the
payment out of central funds of a defendant’s costs (see rule 45.4);

(b)

section 17 of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985(a) (prosecution costs), for the
payment out of central funds of a private prosecutor’s costs (see rule 45.4);

(c)

section 18 of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985(b) (award of costs against
accused), for the payment by a defendant of another person’ s costs (see rules 45.5
and 45.6);

(d)

section 19(1) of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985(c) and regulation 3 of the Costs
in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986, for the payment by a party of another
party’ s costs incurred as a result of an unnecessary or improper act or omission by or
on behalf of the first party (see rule 45.8);

(e)

section 19A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985(d) (costs against legal
representatives, etc.)—

1344
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(i)

for the payment by a legal representative of a party’ s costs incurred as a result
of an improper, unreasonable or negligent act or omission by or on behalf of the
representative, or

(ii)

disallowing the payment to that representative of such costs

(see rule 45.9);
(f)

section 19B of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985(e) (provision for award of costs
against third parties) and regulation 3F of the Costs in Criminal Cases (General)
Regulations 1986(f), for the payment by a person who is not a party of a party’s costs
where there has been serious misconduct by the non-party (see rule 45.10);

(g)

section 109 of the Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980, section 52 of the Senior Courts Act
1981 and rule 45.6, for the payment by an appellant of a respondent’s costs on
abandoning an appeal to the Crown Court (see rule 45.6);

(h)

section 52 of the Senior Courts Act 1981 and—
(i)

rule 45.6, for the payment by a party of another party’s costs on an appeal to the
Crown Court in any case not covered by (c) or (g),

(ii)

rule 45.7, for the payment by a party of another party’s costs on an application to
the Crown Court about the breach or variation of a deferred prosecution
agreement, or on an application to lift the suspension of a prosecution after
breach of such an agreement;

(i)

section 8 of the Bankers Books Evidence Act 1879, for the payment of costs by a party
or by the bank against which an application for an order is made (see rule 45.7);

(j)

section 2C(8) of the Criminal Procedure (Attendance of Witnesses) Act 1965, for the
payment by the applicant for a witness summons of the costs of a party who applies
successfully under rule 17.7 to have it withdrawn (see rule 45.7);

(k)

section 36(5) of the Criminal Justice Act 1972 or Schedule 3, paragraph 11, of the
Criminal Justice Act 1988, for the payment out of central funds of a defendant’s costs
on a reference by the Attorney General of—
(i)

a point of law, or

(ii)

an unduly lenient sentence

(see rule 45.4);
(l)

section 159(5) of the Criminal Justice Act 1988, for the payment by a person of another
person’ s costs on an appeal about a reporting or public access restriction (see rule
45.6);

(m)

section 14H(5) of the Football Spectators Act 1989, for the payment by a defendant of
another person’s costs on an application to terminate a football banning order (see rule
45.7);

(n)

section 4(7) of the Dangerous Dogs Act 1991, for the payment by a defendant of
another person’s costs on an application to terminate a disqualification for having
custody of a dog (see rule 45.7);

(o)

article 14 of the Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order 2008(a),
corresponding with section 16 of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 (see rule 45.4);

(p)

article 15 of the Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order 2008,
corresponding with section 18 of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 (see rule 45.6);

(q)

article 16 of the Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order 2008,
corresponding with an order under section 19(1) of the 1985 Act (see rule 45.8);

(r)

article 17 of the Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order 2008,
corresponding with an order under section 19A of the 1985 Act (see rule 45.9);
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(s)

article 18 of the Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order 2008,
corresponding with an order under section 19B of the 1985 Act (see rule 45.10);

(t)

section 60 or 133 of the Extradition Act 2003 (costs where extradition ordered) for the
payment by a defendant of another person’ s costs (see rule 45.4); or

(u)

section 61 or 134 of the Extradition Act 2003(b) (costs where discharge ordered) for
the payment out of central funds of a defendant’ s costs (see rule 45.4).

Note: This document included only costs orders under POA 1985 ss.16, 17 and 18, and costs in
relation to Attorney General’s references as these are the main orders made in relation to
sentence. Provisions dealing with costs in relation to specific sentencing orders, e.g. under the
Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order 2008, are included within the relevant
section. Costs orders under the Extradition Act 2003 are not included.
3.5.4.2.

Criminal procedure rules

Criminal Procedure Rules 2015 (SI 2015/1490)
When this Part applies
45.1.—(1) This Part applies where the court can make an order about costs under—
(a)

Part II of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985(a) and Part II, IIA or IIB of
The Costs in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986(b);

(b)

section 109 of the Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980(c);

(c)

section 52 of the Senior Courts Act 1981(d) and rule 76.6 or rule 76.7;

(d)

section 8 of the Bankers Books Evidence Act 1879(e);

(e)

section 2C(8) of the Criminal Procedure (Attendance of Witnesses) Act 1965(f);

(f)

section 36(5) of the Criminal Justice Act 1972(g);

(g)

section 159(5) and Schedule 3, paragraph 11, of the Criminal Justice Act
1988(h);

(h)

section 14H(5) of the Football Spectators Act 1989(i);

(i)

section 4(7) of the Dangerous Dogs Act 1991(j);

(j)

Part 3 of the Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order 2008(k);
or

(k)

Part 1 or 2 of the Extradition Act 2003(l).

(2) In this Part, ‘costs’ means—
(a)

the fees payable to a legal representative;

(b)

the disbursements paid by a legal representative; and

(c)

any other expenses incurred in connection with the case.

Costs orders: general rules
45.2.—(1) The court must not make an order about costs unless each party and any other person
directly affected—
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(b)

has had an opportunity—
(i)

to attend, or

(ii)

to make representations.
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(2) The court may make an order about costs—
(a)

at a hearing in public or in private; or

(b)

without a hearing.

(3) In deciding what order, if any, to make about costs, the court must have regard to all
the circumstances, including—
(a)

the conduct of all the parties; and

(b)

any costs order already made.

(4) If the court makes an order about costs, it must—
(a)

specify who must, or must not, pay what, to whom; and

(b)

identify the legislation under which the order is made, where there is a choice of
powers.

(5) The court must give reasons if it—
(a)

refuses an application for a costs order; or

(b)

rejects representations opposing a costs order.

(6) If the court makes an order for the payment of costs—
(a)

(b)

the general rule is that it must be for an amount that is sufficient reasonably to
compensate the recipient for costs—
(i)

actually, reasonably and properly incurred, and

(ii)

reasonable in amount; but

the court may order the payment of—
(i)

a proportion of that amount,

(ii)

a stated amount less than that amount,

(iii)

costs from or until a certain date only,

(iv)

costs relating only to particular steps taken,or

(v)

costs relating only to a distinct part of the case.

(7) On an assessment of the amount of costs, relevant factors include—
(a)

the conduct of all the parties;

(b)

the particular complexity of the matter or the difficulty or novelty of the questions
raised;

(c)

the skill, effort, specialised knowledge and responsibility involved;

(d)

the time spent on the case;

(e)

the place where and the circumstances in which work or any part of it was done;
and

(f)

any direction or observations by the court that made the costs order.

(8) If the court orders a party to pay costs to be assessed under rule 45.11, it may order
that party to pay an amount on account.
(9) An order for the payment of costs takes effect when the amount is assessed, unless
the court exercises any power it has to order otherwise.
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Court’s power to vary requirements
45.3.—(1) The court may—
(a)

extend a time limit for serving an application or representations under rules 45.4
to 45.10, even after it has expired; and

(b)

consider an application or representations—
(i)

made in a different form to one set out in the Practice Direction, or

(ii)

made orally instead of in writing.

(2) A person who wants an extension of time must—
(a)

apply when serving the application or representations for which it is needed; and

(b)

explain the delay.

Costs out of central funds
45.4.—(1) This rule applies where the court can order the payment of costs out of central funds.
(2) In this rule, costs—
(a)

(b)

include—
(i)

on an appeal, costs incurred in the court that made the decision under
appeal, and

(ii)

at a retrial, costs incurred at the initial trial and on any appeal; but

do not include costs met by legal aid.

(3) The court may make an order—
(a)

on application by the person who incurred the costs; or

(b)

on its own initiative.

(4) Where a person wants the court to make an order that person must—
(a)

apply as soon as practicable; and

(b)

outline the type of costs and the amount claimed, if that person wants the court to
direct an assessment; or

(c)

specify the amount claimed, if that person wants the court to assess the amount
itself.

(5) The general rule is that the court must make an order, but—
(a)

(b)

the court may decline to make a defendant’s costs order if, for example—
(i)

the defendant is convicted of at least one offence, or

(ii)

the defendant’s conduct led the prosecutor reasonably to think the
prosecution case stronger than it was; and

the court may decline to make a prosecutor’s costs order if, for example, the
prosecution was started or continued unreasonably.

(6) If the court makes an order—
(a)

the court may direct an assessment under, as applicable—
(i)
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(ii)
(b)

(c)

Part 3 of the Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order
2008(b);

the court may assess the amount itself in a case in which either—
(i)

the recipient agrees the amount, or

(ii)

the court decides to allow a lesser sum than that which is reasonably
sufficient to compensate the recipient for expenses properly incurred in the
proceedings;

an order for the payment of a defendant’s costs which includes an amount in
respect of fees payable to a legal representative, or disbursements paid by a
legal representative, must include a statement to that effect.

(7) If the court directs an assessment, the order must specify any restriction on the amount
to be paid that the court considers appropriate.
(8) If the court assesses the amount itself, it must do so subject to any restriction on the
amount to be paid that is imposed by regulations made by the Lord Chancellor.
Costs on conviction and sentence, etc.
45.5.—(1) This rule applies where the court can order a defendant to pay the prosecutor’s costs if
the defendant is—
(a)

convicted or found guilty;

(b)

dealt with in the Crown Court after committal for sentence there;

(c)

dealt with for breach of a sentence; or

(d)

in an extradition case—
(i)

ordered to be extradited, under Part 1 of the Extradition Act 2003,

(ii)

sent for extradition to the Secretary of State, under Part 2 of that Act, or

(iii)

unsuccessful on an appeal by the defendant to the High Court, or on an
application by the defendant for permission to appeal from the High Court
to the Supreme Court.

(2) The court may make an order—
(a)

on application by the prosecutor; or

(b)

on its own initiative.

(3) Where the prosecutor wants the court to make an order—
(a)

(b)

the prosecutor must—
(i)

apply as soon as practicable, and

(ii)

specify the amount claimed; and

the general rule is that the court must make an order if it is satisfied that the
defendant can pay.

(4) A defendant who wants to oppose an order must make representations as soon as
practicable.
(5) If the court makes an order, it must assess the amount itself.
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Costs on appeal
45.6.—(1) This rule—
(a)

applies where a magistrates’ court, the Crown Court or the Court of Appeal can
order a party to pay another person’s costs on an appeal, or an application for
permission to appeal;

(b)

authorises the Crown Court, in addition to its other powers, to order a party to
pay another party’s costs on an appeal to that court, except on an appeal
under—
(i)

section 108 of the Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980(a), or

(ii)

section 45 of the Mental Health Act 1983(b).

(2) In this rule, costs include—
(a)

costs incurred in the court that made the decision under appeal; and

(b)

costs met by legal aid.

(3) The court may make an order—
(a)

on application by the person who incurred the costs; or

(b)

on its own initiative.

(4) A person who wants the court to make an order must—
(a)

apply as soon as practicable;

(b)

notify each other party;

(c)

specify—

(d)

(i)

the amount claimed, and

(ii)

against whom; and

where an appellant abandons an appeal to the Crown Court by serving a notice
of abandonment—
(i)

apply in writing not more than 14 days later, and

(ii)

serve the application on the appellant and on the Crown Court officer.

(5) A party who wants to oppose an order must—
(a)

make representations as soon as practicable; and

(b)

where the application was under paragraph (4)(d), serve written representations
on the applicant, and on the Crown Court officer, not more than 7 days after it
was served.

(6) Where the application was under paragraph (4)(d), the Crown Court officer may—
(a)

submit it to the Crown Court; or

(b)

serve it on the magistrates’ court officer, for submission to the magistrates’ court.

(7) If the court makes an order, it may direct an assessment under rule 45.11, or assess
the amount itself where—
(a)

the appellant abandons an appeal to the Crown Court;

(b)

the Crown Court decides an appeal, except an appeal under—
(i)
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(ii)
(c)

section 45 of the Mental Health Act 1983; or

the Court of Appeal decides an appeal to which Part 40 applies (Appeal to the
Court of Appeal about reporting or public access restriction).

(8) If the court makes an order in any other case, it must assess the amount itself.
Costs on an application
45.7.—(1) This rule—
(a)

(b)

applies where the court can order a party to pay another person’s costs in a case
in which—
(i)

the court decides an application for the production in evidence of a copy of
a bank record,

(ii)

a magistrates’ court or the Crown Court decides an application to terminate
a football banning order,

(iii)

a magistrates’ court or the Crown Court decides an application to terminate
a disqualification for having custody of a dog,

(iv)

the Crown Court allows an application to withdraw a witness summons, or

(v)

the Crown Court decides an application relating to a deferred prosecution
agreement under rule 11.5 (breach), rule 11.6 (variation) or rule 11.7 (lifting
suspension of prosecution);

authorises the Crown Court, in addition to its other powers, to order a party to
pay another party’s costs on an application to that court under rule 11.5, 11.6 or
11.7.

(2) The court may make an order—
(a)

on application by the person who incurred the costs; or

(b)

on its own initiative.

(3) A person who wants the court to make an order must—
(a)

apply as soon as practicable;

(b)

notify each other party; and

(c)

specify—
(i)

the amount claimed, and

(ii)

against whom.

(4) A party who wants to oppose an order must make representations as soon as
practicable.
(5) If the court makes an order, it may direct an assessment under rule 45.11, or assess
the amount itself.
Costs resulting from unnecessary or improper act, etc.
45.8.—(1) This rule applies where the court can order a party to pay another party’s costs
incurred as a result of an unnecessary or improper act or omission by or on behalf of
the first party.
(2) In this rule, costs include costs met by legal aid.
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(3) The court may make an order—
(a)

on application by the party who incurred such costs; or

(b)

on its own initiative.

(4) A party who wants the court to make an order must—
(a)

apply in writing as soon as practicable after becoming aware of the grounds for
doing so;

(b)

serve the application on—

(c)

(i)

the court officer (or, in the Court of Appeal, the Registrar), and

(ii)

each other party;

in that application specify—
(i)

the party by whom costs should be paid,

(ii)

the relevant act or omission,

(iii)

the reasons why that act or omission meets the criteria for making an order,

(iv)

the amount claimed, and

(v)

those on whom the application has been served.

(5) Where the court considers making an order on its own initiative, it must—
(a)

identify the party against whom it proposes making the order; and

(b)

specify—
(i)

the relevant act or omission,

(ii)

the reasons why that act or omission meets the criteria for making an order,
and

(iii)

with the assistance of the party who incurred the costs, the amount
involved.

(6) A party who wants to oppose an order must—
(a)

make representations as soon as practicable; and

(b)

in reply to an application, serve written representations on the applicant and on
the court officer (or Registrar) not more than 7 days after it was served.

(7) If the court makes an order, it must assess the amount itself.
Costs against a legal representative
45.9.—(1) This rule applies where—
(a)

(b)

a party has incurred costs—
(i)

as a result of an improper, unreasonable or negligent act or omission by a
legal or other representative or representative’s employee, or

(ii)

which it has become unreasonable for that party to have to pay because of
such an act or omission occurring after those costs were incurred; and

the court can—
(i)

order the representative responsible to pay such costs, or

(ii)

prohibit the payment of costs to that representative.

(2) In this rule, costs include costs met by legal aid.
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(3) The court may make an order—
(a)

on application by the party who incurred such costs; or

(b)

on its own initiative.

(4) A party who wants the court to make an order must—
(a)

apply in writing as soon as practicable after becoming aware of the grounds for
doing so;

(b)

serve the application on—
(i)

the court officer (or, in the Court of Appeal, the Registrar),

(ii)

the representative responsible,

(iii)

each other party, and

(iv)

any other person directly affected; in that application specify—
(i)

the representative responsible,

(ii)

the relevant act or omission,

(iii)

the reasons why that act or omission meets the criteria for making an
order,

(iv)

the amount claimed, and

(v)

those on whom the application has been served.

(5) Where the court considers making an order on its own initiative, it must—
(a)

identify the representative against whom it proposes making that order; and

(b)

specify—
(i)

the relevant act or omission,

(ii)

the reasons why that act or omission meets the criteria for making an order,
and

(iii)

with the assistance of the party who incurred the costs, the amount
involved.

(6) A representative who wants to oppose an order must—
(a)

make representations as soon as practicable; and

(b)

in reply to an application, serve written representations on the applicant and on
the court officer (or Registrar) not more than 7 days after it was served.

(7) If the court makes an order—
(a)

the general rule is that it must do so without waiting until the end of the case, but
it may postpone making the order; and

(b)

it must assess the amount itself.

(8) Instead of making an order, the court may make adverse observations about the
representative’s conduct for use in an assessment where—
(a)

(b)

a party’s costs are—
(i)

to be met by legal aid, or

(ii)

to be paid out of central funds; or

there is to be an assessment under rule 45.11.
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Costs against a third party
45.10.–(1) This rule applies where—
(a)

there has been serious misconduct by a person who is not a party; and

(b)

the court can order that person to pay a party’s costs.

(2) In this rule, costs include costs met by legal aid.
(3) The court may make an order—
(a)

on application by the party who incurred the costs; or

(b)

on its own initiative.

(4) A party who wants the court to make an order must—
(a)

apply in writing as soon as practicable after becoming aware of the grounds for
doing so;

(b)

serve the application on—

(c)

(i)

the court officer (or, in the Court of Appeal, the Registrar),

(ii)

the person responsible,

(iii)

each other party, and

(iv)

any other person directly affected;

in that application specify—
(i)

the person responsible,

(ii)

the relevant misconduct,

(iii)

the reasons why the criteria for making an order are met,

(iv)

the amount claimed, and

(v)

those on whom the application has been served.

(5) Where the court considers making an order on its own initiative, it must—
(a)

identify the person against whom it proposes making that order; and

(b)

specify—
(i)

the relevant misconduct,

(ii)

the reasons why the criteria for making an order are met, and

(iii)

with the assistance of the party who incurred the costs, the amount
involved.

(6) A person who wants to oppose an order must—
(a)

make representations as soon as practicable; and

(b)

in reply to an application, serve written representations on the applicant and on
the court officer (or Registrar) not more than 7 days after it was served.

(7) If the court makes an order—
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the general rule is that it must do so at the end of the case, but it may do so
earlier; and

(b)

it must assess the amount itself.
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Assessment and re-assessment
45.11.–(1) This rule applies where the court directs an assessment under—
(a)

rule 33.48 (Confiscation and related proceedings – restraint and receivership
proceedings: rules that apply generally – assessment of costs);

(b)

rule 45.6 (Costs on appeal); or

(c)

rule 45.7 (Costs on an application).

(2) The assessment must be carried out by the relevant assessing authority, namely—
(a)

the Lord Chancellor, where the direction was given by a magistrates’ court or by
the Crown Court; or

(b)

the Registrar, where the direction was given by the Court of Appeal.

(3) The party in whose favour the court made the costs order (‘the applicant’) must—
(a)

(b)

apply for an assessment—
(i)

in writing, in any form required by the assessing authority, and

(ii)

not more than 3 months after the costs order; and

serve the application on—
(i)

the assessing authority, and

(ii)

the party against whom the court made the costs order (‘the respondent’).

(4) The applicant must—
(a)

summarise the work done;

(b)

specify—

(c)

(i)

each item of work done, giving the date, time taken and amount claimed,

(ii)

any disbursements or expenses, including the fees of any advocate, and

(iii)

any circumstances of which the applicant wants the assessing authority to
take particular account; and

supply—
(i)

receipts or other evidence of the amount claimed, and

(ii)

any other information or document for which the assessing authority asks,
within such period as that authority may require.

(5) A respondent who wants to make representations about the amount claimed must—
(a)

do so in writing; and

(b)

serve the representations on the assessing authority, and on the applicant, not
more than 21 days after service of the application.

(6) The assessing authority must—
(a)

if it seems likely to help with the assessment, obtain any other information or
document;

(b)

resolve in favour of the respondent any doubt about what should be allowed; and

(c)

serve the assessment on the parties.

(7) Where either party wants the amount allowed re-assessed—
(a)

that party must—
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(b)

(c)

(i)

apply to the assessing authority, in writing and in any form required by that
authority,

(ii)

serve the application on the assessing authority, and on the other party, not
more than 21 days after service of the assessment,

(iii)

explain the objections to the assessment,

(iv)

supply any additional supporting information or document, and

(v)

ask for a hearing, if that party wants one; and

a party who wants to make representations about an application for reassessment must—
(i)

do so in writing,

(ii)

serve the representations on the assessing authority, and on the other
party, not more than 21 days after service of the application, and

(iii)

ask for a hearing, if that party wants one;

the assessing authority—
(i)

must arrange a hearing, in public or in private, if either party asks for one,

(ii)

subject to that, may re-assess the amount allowed with or without a
hearing,

(iii)

must re-assess the amount allowed on the initial assessment, taking into
account the reasons for disagreement with that amount and any other
representations,

(iv)

may maintain, increase or decrease the amount allowed on the
assessment,

(v)

must serve the re-assessment on the parties, and

(vi)

must serve written reasons on the parties, if not more than 21 days later
either party asks for such reasons.

(8) A time limit under this rule may be extended even after it has expired—
(a)

by the assessing authority, or

(b)

by the Senior Costs Judge, if the assessing authority declines to do so.

Appeal to a costs judge
45.12.–(1) This rule applies where—
(a)

the assessing authority has re-assessed the amount allowed under rule 45.11;
and

(b)

either party wants to appeal against that amount.

(2) That party must—
(a)

serve an appeal notice on—
(i)

the Senior Costs Judge,

(ii)

the other party, and

(iii)

the assessing authority

not more than 21 days after service of the written reasons for the re-assessment;
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(b)

explain the objections to the re-assessment;

(c)

serve on the Senior Costs Judge with the appeal notice—
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(d)

(i)

the applications for assessment and re-assessment,

(ii)

any other information or document considered by the assessing authority,

(iii)

the assessing authority’s written reasons for the re-assessment, and

(iv)

any other information or document for which a costs judge asks, within
such period as the judge may require; and

ask for a hearing if that party wants one.

(3) A party who wants to make representations about an appeal must—
(a)

serve representations in writing on—
(i)

the Senior Costs Judge, and

(ii)

the applicant

not more than 21 days after service of the appeal notice; and
(b)

ask for a hearing, if that party wants one.

(4) Unless a costs judge otherwise directs, the parties may rely only on—
(a)

the objections to the amount allowed on the initial assessment; and

(b)

any other representations and material considered by the assessing authority.

(5) A costs judge—
(a)

must arrange a hearing, in public or in private, if either party asks for one;

(b)

subject to that, may determine an appeal with or without a hearing;

(c)

may—
(i)

consult the assessing authority,

(ii)

consult the court which made the costs order, and

(iii)

obtain any other information or document;

(d)

must reconsider the amount allowed by the assessing authority, taking into
account the objections to the re-assessment and any other representations;

(e)

may maintain, increase or decrease the amount allowed on the re-assessment;

(f)

may provide for the costs incurred by either party to the appeal; and

(g)

must serve reasons for the decision on—
(i)

the parties, and

(ii)

the assessing authority.

(6) A costs judge may extend a time limit under this rule, even after it has expired.
Appeal to a High Court judge
45.13.–(1) This rule applies where—
(a)

a costs judge has determined an appeal under rule 45.12; and

(b)

either party wants to appeal against the amount allowed.

(2) A party who wants to appeal—
(a)

may do so only if a costs judge certifies that a point of principle of general
importance was involved in the decision on the review; and

(b)

must apply in writing for such a certificate and serve the application on—
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(i)

the costs judge,

(ii)

the other party

not more than 21 days after service of the decision on the review.
(3) That party must—
(a)

appeal to a judge of the High Court attached to the Queen’s Bench Division as if
it were an appeal from the decision of a master under Part 52 of the Civil
Procedure Rules 1998(a); and

(b)

serve the appeal not more than 21 days after service of the costs judge’s
certificate under paragraph (2).

(4) A High Court judge—
(a)

may extend a time limit under this rule even after it has expired;

(b)

has the same powers and duties as a costs judge under rule 45.12; and

(c)

may hear the appeal with one or more assessors.

Application for an extension of time
45.14.

A party who wants an extension of time under rule 45.11, 45.12 or 45.13 must—
(a)

apply in writing;

(b)

explain the delay; and

(c)

attach the application, representations or appeal for which the extension of time
is needed.

Parts 34 (Appeal to the Crown Court) and 39 (Appeal to the Court of Appeal about conviction or
sentence) also contain rules about appeals against costs orders.
3.5.4.3.

Interaction with other sentencing orders

Confiscation
POCA 2002 s.13 1345 : Effect of order on court’s other powers
s.13(1) -

if the court makes a confiscation order it must proceed as mentioned in subsections (2)
and (4) in respect of the offence or offences concerned.

s.13(2) -

the court must take account of the confiscation order before—

s.13(3) -

(a)

it imposes a fine on the defendant, or

(b)

it makes an order falling within subsection (3).

these orders fall within this subsection—
(a)

1345
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an order involving payment by the defendant, other than [an order under section
21A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 (criminal courts charge) or a priority
order;

Commencement: 24 March 2003, SI 2003/333 art.2 and Sch.1, as amended by SCA 2015 s.6 on 1 June
2015.
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(b)

an order under section 27 of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1971 (c. 38) (forfeiture
orders);

(c)

an order under section 143 of the Sentencing Act (deprivation orders);

(d)

an order under section 23 or 23A of the Terrorism Act 2000 (c. 11) (forfeiture
orders).

s.13(3A) - in this section “priority order” means any of the following—
(a)

a compensation order under section 130 of the Sentencing Act;

(b)

an order requiring payment of a surcharge under section 161A of the Criminal
Justice Act 2003;

(c)

an unlawful profit order under section 4 of the Prevention of Social Housing
Fraud Act 2013.

Discharges
PCC(S)A 2000 s.12 1346 : Absolute and conditional discharge
s.12(7) -

nothing in this section shall be construed as preventing a court, on discharging an
offender absolutely or conditionally in respect of any offence, from making an order for
costs against the offender […]

Fines
R. v Northallerton Magistrates’ Court [2000] 1 Cr. App. R. (S.) 136
While there is no requirement that any sum ordered by justices to be paid to a prosecutor by way
of costs should stand in any arithmetical relationship to any fine imposed, the costs ordered to be
paid should not in the ordinary way be grossly disproportionate to the fine. (Lord Bingham CJ,
p. 142)
POA 1985 s.18 1347 : Award of costs against accused
s.18(5) -

where any person under the age of eighteen is convicted of an offence before a
magistrates’ court, the amount of any costs ordered to be paid by the accused under
this section shall not exceed the amount of any fine imposed on him.

3.5.4.4.

Defendant’s costs (Central funds)

3.5.4.4.1

General

Note: The Practice Direction (Costs in Criminal Proceedings) 2015 sets out the approach to take
and the considerations a court should have in mind when considering a defendant’s costs order.

1346
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Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1).
Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
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Criminal Procedure Rules 2015 (SI 2015/1490)
Costs out of central funds
45.4.—(1) This rule applies where the court can order the payment of costs out of central funds.
(2) In this rule, costs—
(a)

(b)

include—
(i)

on an appeal, costs incurred in the court that made the decision under
appeal, and

(ii)

at a retrial, costs incurred at the initial trial and on any appeal; but

do not include costs met by legal aid.

(3) The court may make an order—
(a)

on application by the person who incurred the costs; or

(b)

on its own initiative.

(4) Where a person wants the court to make an order that person must—
(a)

apply as soon as practicable; and

(b)

outline the type of costs and the amount claimed, if that person wants the court to
direct an assessment; or

(c)

specify the amount claimed, if that person wants the court to assess the amount
itself.

(5) The general rule is that the court must make an order, but—
(a)

(b)

the court may decline to make a defendant’s costs order if, for example—
(i)

the defendant is convicted of at least one offence, or

(ii)

the defendant’s conduct led the prosecutor reasonably to think the
prosecution case stronger than it was; and

the court may decline to make a prosecutor’s costs order if, for example, the
prosecution was started or continued unreasonably.

(6) If the court makes an order—
(a)

(b)

(c)

the court may direct an assessment under, as applicable—
(i)

Part III of the Costs in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986(a), or

(ii)

Part 3 of the Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order
2008(b);

the court may assess the amount itself in a case in which either—
(i)

the recipient agrees the amount, or

(ii)

the court decides to allow a lesser sum than that which is reasonably
sufficient to compensate the recipient for expenses properly incurred in the
proceedings;

an order for the payment of a defendant’s costs which includes an amount in
respect of fees payable to a legal representative, or disbursements paid by a
legal representative, must include a statement to that effect.

(7) If the court directs an assessment, the order must specify any restriction on the amount
to be paid that the court considers appropriate.
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(8) If the court assesses the amount itself, it must do so subject to any restriction on the
amount to be paid that is imposed by regulations made by the Lord Chancellor.
Note. 1348 See also rule 45.2.
An order for the payment of costs out of central funds can be made—
(a)

for a defendant—
(i)

on acquittal,

(ii)

where a prosecution does not proceed,

(iii)

where the Crown Court allows any part of a defendant’s appeal from a
magistrates’ court,

(iv)

where the Court of Appeal allows any part of a defendant’s appeal from the
Crown Court,

(v)

where the Court of Appeal decides a prosecutor’s appeal under Part 37 (Appeal
to the Court of Appeal against ruling at preparatory hearing) or Part 38 (Appeal to
the Court of Appeal against ruling adverse to prosecution),

(vi)

where the Court of Appeal decides a reference by the Attorney General under
Part 41 (Reference to the Court of Appeal of point of law or unduly lenient
sentence),

(vii) where the Court of Appeal decides an appeal by someone other than the
defendant about a serious crime prevention order, or
(viii) where the defendant is discharged under Part 1 or 2 of the Extradition Act 2003;
(See section 16 of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 and regulation 14 of the Costs
in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986; section 36(5) of the Criminal Justice Act
1972 and paragraph 11 of Schedule 3 to the Criminal Justice Act 1988; article 14 of the
Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order 2008; and sections 61 and
134 of the Extradition Act 2003.)
(b)

for a private prosecutor, in proceedings in respect of an offence that must or may be
tried in the Crown Court;
(See section 17 of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 and regulation 14 of the Costs
in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986.)

(c)

for a person adversely affected by a serious crime prevention order, where the Court of
Appeal—
(i)

allows an appeal by that person about that order, or

(ii)

decides an appeal about that order by someone else.

(See article 14 of the Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order 2008.)
Where the court makes an order for the payment of a defendant’s costs out of central funds—
(a)

the general rule is that the order may not require the payment of any amount in respect
of fees payable to a legal representative, or disbursements paid by a legal
representative (including expert witness costs), but if the defendant is an individual
then an order may require payment of such an amount in a case—
(i)

1348

in a magistrates’ court, including in an extradition case,

This note is contained within the procedure rules.
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(b)

(ii)

in the Crown Court, on appeal from a magistrates’ court,

(iii)

in the Crown Court, where the defendant has been sent for trial, the High Court
gives permission to serve a draft indictment or the Court of Appeal orders a retrial
and the defendant has been found financially ineligible for legal aid, or

(iv)

in the Court of Appeal, on an appeal against a verdict of not guilty by reason of
insanity, or against a finding under the Criminal Procedure (Insanity) Act 1964, or
on an appeal under section 16A of the Criminal Appeal Act 1968 (appeal against
order made in cases of insanity or unfitness to plead); and

any such amount may not exceed an amount specified by regulations made by the
Lord Chancellor.
(See section 16A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985, sections 62A, 62B, 135A
and 135B of the Extradition Act 2003 and regulations 4A and 7 of the Costs in Criminal
Cases (General) Regulations 1986.

3.5.4.4.2

Costs in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986 (SI 1986/1335)

Note: The Costs in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986 (SI 1986/1335) regs.4-13 provide
for the procedure, determination of applications and appeals arising out of costs paid out of central
funds.
3.5.4.4.3

Power to order

Magistrates’ Court: bind over breaches
Costs in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986 (SI 1986/1335) reg.14 1349 : Costs fixed by
the court
reg.14(4) - section 16 of the Act shall apply to proceedings in a magistrates’ court or the Crown
Court in which it is alleged that an offender required to enter into a recognisance to
keep the peace or be of good behaviour has failed to comply with a condition of that
recognisance, as if that failure were an indictable offence.
Appeal to Crown Court
POA 1985 s.16 1350 : Defence costs
s.16(3) -

where a person convicted of an offence by a magistrates’ court appeals to the Crown
Court under section 108 of the Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980 (right of appeal against
conviction or sentence) and, in consequence of the decision on appeal—
[…]
(b)

a less severe punishment is awarded;

the Crown Court may make a defendant’s costs order in favour of the accused.

1349
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Court of Appeal
POA 1985 s.16 1351 : Defence costs
s.16(4) -

where the Court of Appeal—
(a)

allows an appeal under Part I of the Criminal Appeal Act 1968 against—

[…]
(c)

on an appeal under that Part against sentence, exercises its powers under
section 11(3) of that Act (powers where the court considers that the appellant
should be sentenced differently for an offence for which he was dealt with by the
court below); or

(d)

allows, to any extent, an appeal under section 16A of that Act (appeal against
order made in cases of insanity or unfitness to plead);

the court may make a defendant’s costs order in favour of the accused.
Attorney General’s references
CJA 1988 Sch.3 para.11 1352 :
para.11(1) - where on a reference to the Court of Appeal under section 36 above or a reference to
the Supreme Court under subsection (5) of that section the person whose sentencing
is the subject of the reference appears by counsel for the purpose of presenting any
argument to the Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court, he shall be entitled to the
payment out of central funds of such funds as are reasonably sufficient to compensate
him for expenses properly incurred by him for the purpose of being represented on the
reference; and any amount recoverable under this paragraph shall be ascertained, as
soon as practicable, by the registrar of criminal appeals or, as the case may be, under
Supreme Court Rules.
para.11(2) - sub-paragraph (1) has effect subject to—
(a)

sub-paragraph (3), and

(b)

regulations under section 20(1A)(d) of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 (as
applied by this paragraph).

para.11(3) - a person is not entitled under sub-paragraph (1) to the payment of sums in respect of
legal costs (as defined in section 16A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985)
incurred in proceedings in the Court of Appeal.
para.11(4) - Subsections (1A) to (1C) and (3) of section 20 of the Prosecution of Offences Act
1985 (regulations as to amounts ordered to be paid out of central funds) apply in
relation to funds payable out of central funds under sub-paragraph (1) as they apply in
relation to amounts payable out of central funds in pursuance of costs orders made
under section 16 of that Act.
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Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1
Commencement: 1 February 1989, SI 1989/1 art. 2(b)
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3.5.4.5.

Divisional Court, Supreme Court

POA 1985 s.16 1353 : Defence costs
s.16(5) -

where—
(a)

any proceedings in a criminal cause or matter are determined before a Divisional
Court of the Queen’s Bench Division;

(b)

the Supreme Court determines an appeal, or application for leave to appeal, from
such a Divisional Court in a criminal cause or matter;

(c)

the Court of Appeal determines an application for leave to appeal to the Supreme
Court under Part II of the Criminal Appeal Act 1968; or

(d)

the Supreme Court determines an appeal, or application for leave to appeal,
under Part II of that Act;

the court may make a defendant’s costs order in favour of the accused.
Test to apply
POA 1985 s.16 1354 : Defence costs
s.16(6) -

a defendant’s costs order shall, subject to the following provisions of this section, be for
the payment out of central funds, to the person in whose favour the order is made, of
such amount as the court considers reasonably sufficient to compensate him for any
expenses properly incurred by him in the proceedings.

Power to order part-payment
POA 1985 s.16 1355 : Defence costs
s.16(6A) - where the court considers that there are circumstances that make it inappropriate for
the accused to recover the full amount mentioned in subsection (6), a defendant’s
costs order must be for the payment out of central funds of such lesser amount as the
court considers just and reasonable.
s.16(6B) - subsections (6) and (6A) have effect subject to—
(a)

section 16A, and

(b)

regulations under section 20(1A)(d).

Legal costs: Requisite conditions
POA 1985 s.16A 1356 : Legal costs
s.16A(1) - a defendant’s costs order may not require the payment out of central funds of an
amount that includes an amount in respect of the accused’s legal costs, subject to the
following provisions of this section.
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s.16A(2) - subsection (1) does not apply where condition A, B, C or D is met.
s.16A(3) - condition A is that the accused is an individual and the order is made under—
(a)

section 16(1),

(b)

section 16(3), or

(c)

section 16(4)(a)(ii) or (iii) or (d).

s.16A(4) - condition B is that the accused is an individual and the legal costs were incurred in
proceedings in a court below which were—
(a)

proceedings in a magistrates’ court, or

(b)

proceedings on an appeal to the Crown Court under section 108 of the
Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980 (right of appeal against conviction or sentence).

s.16A(5) - condition C is that the legal costs were incurred in proceedings in the Supreme Court.
s.16A(5A) - condition D is that—
(a)

the accused is an individual,

(b)

the order is made under section 16(2),

(c)

the legal costs were incurred in relevant Crown Court proceedings, and

(d)

the Director of Legal Aid Casework has made a determination of financial
ineligibility in relation to the accused and those proceedings

(and condition D continues to be met if the determination is withdrawn).
s.16A(6) - the Lord Chancellor may by regulations make provision about exceptions from the
prohibition in subsection (1), including—
(a)

provision amending this section by adding, modifying or removing an exception,
and

(b)

provision for an exception to arise where a determination has been made by a
person specified in the regulations.

s.16A(7) - regulations under subsection (6) may not remove or limit the exception provided by
condition C.
s.16A(8) - where a court makes a defendant’s costs order requiring the payment out of central
funds of an amount that includes an amount in respect of legal costs, the order must
include a statement to that effect.
s.16A(9) - where, in a defendant’s costs order, a court fixes an amount to be paid out of central
funds that includes an amount in respect of legal costs incurred in proceedings in a
court other than the Supreme Court, the latter amount must not exceed an amount
specified by regulations made by the Lord Chancellor.
s.16A(10) - in this section—
“legal costs” means fees, charges, disbursements and other amounts payable in
respect of advocacy services or litigation services including, in particular, expert
witness costs;
“advocacy services” means any services which it would be reasonable to expect a
person who is exercising, or contemplating exercising, a right of audience in relation to
any proceedings, or contemplated proceedings, to provide;
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“expert witness costs” means amounts payable in respect of the services of an expert
witness, including amounts payable in connection with attendance by the witness at
court or elsewhere;
“litigation services” means any services which it would be reasonable to expect a
person who is exercising, or contemplating exercising, a right to conduct litigation in
relation to proceedings, or contemplated proceedings, to provide.
s.16A(11) - in subsection (5A)—
“determination of financial ineligibility”, in relation to an individual and proceedings,
means a determination under section 21 of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment
of Offenders Act 2012 that the individual’s financial resources are such that the
individual is not eligible for representation under section 16 of that Act for the purposes
of the proceedings;
“Director of Legal Aid Casework” means the civil servant designated under section 4(1)
of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012;
“relevant Crown Court proceedings” means any of the following—
(a)

proceedings in the Crown Court in respect of an offence for which the accused
has been sent by a magistrates’ court to the Crown Court for trial;

(b)

proceedings in the Crown Court relating to an offence in respect of which a bill of
indictment has been preferred by virtue of section 2(2)(b) of the Administration of
Justice (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1933;

(c)

proceedings in the Crown Court following an order by the Court of Appeal or the
Supreme Court for a retrial.

Fixing the amount
POA 1985 s.16 1357 : Defence costs
s.16(6C) - when making a defendant’s costs order, the court must fix the amount to be paid out of
central funds in the order if it considers it appropriate to do so and—
(a)

the accused agrees the amount, or

(b)

subsection (6A) applies.

s.16(6D) - where the court does not fix the amount to be paid out of central funds in the order—
(a)

it must describe in the order any reduction required under subsection (6A), and

(b)

the amount must be fixed by means of a determination made by or on behalf of
the court in accordance with procedures specified in regulations made by the
Lord Chancellor.

Costs in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986 (SI 1986/1335) reg.4A 1358 : Costs fixed
by the court
reg.4A -
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where the court fixes an amount to be paid to the accused out of central funds in
accordance with section 16(6C) of the Act or sections 62A(4) or 135A(4) of the
Extradition Act 2003, it must, in relation to any amounts payable in respect of legal
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costs, calculate such amounts in accordance with the rates or scales or other provision
made by the Lord Chancellor pursuant to regulation 7(7), whether or not that results in
the fixing of an amount that the court considers reasonably sufficient or necessary to
compensate the accused.
3.5.4.6.

Private prosecutor’s costs (Central funds)

Costs in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986 (SI 1986/1335)
Note: The Costs in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986 (SI 1986/1335) regs.4-13 provide
for the procedure, determination of applications and appeals arising out of costs paid out of central
funds.
Power to order
POA 1986 s.17 1359 : Prosecution costs
s.17(1) -

subject to subsections (2) and (2A) below, the court may—
(a)

in any proceedings in respect of an indictable offence; and

(b)

in any proceedings before a Divisional Court of the Queen’s Bench Division or
the Supreme Court in respect of a summary offence;

order the payment out of central funds of such amount as the court considers
reasonably sufficient to compensate the prosecutor for any expenses properly incurred
by him in the proceedings.
No costs for public authority etc.
POA 1986 s.17 1360 : Prosecution costs
s.17(2) -

s.17(6) -

no order under this section may be made in favour of—
(a)

a public authority; or

(b)

a person acting—

1360

on behalf of a public authority; or

(ii)

in his capacity as an official appointed by such an authority.

in this section “public authority” means —
(a)

a police force within the meaning of section 3 of this Act;

(b)

the Crown Prosecution Service or any other government department;

(c)

a local authority or other authority or body constituted for purposes of—

(d)

1359

(i)

(i)

the public service or of local government; or

(ii)

carrying on under national ownership any industry or undertaking or part of
an industry or undertaking; or

any other authority or body whose members are appointed by Her Majesty or by
any Minister of the Crown or government department or whose revenues consist
wholly or mainly of money provided by Parliament.

Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
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Power to award partial costs
POA 1986 s.17 1361 : Prosecution costs
s.17(2A) - where the court considers that there are circumstances that make it inappropriate for
the prosecution to recover the full amount mentioned in subsection (1), an order under
this section must be for the payment out of central funds of such lesser amount as the
court considers just and reasonable.
Fixing the amount
POA 1986 s.17 1362 : Prosecution costs
s.17(2B) - when making an order under this section, the court must fix the amount to be paid out
of central funds in the order if it considers it appropriate to do so and—
(a)

the prosecutor agrees the amount, or

(b)

subsection (2A) applies.

s.17(2C) - where the court does not fix the amount to be paid out of central funds in the order—
(a)

it must describe in the order any reduction required under subsection (2A), and

(b)

the amount must be fixed by means of a determination made by or on behalf of
the court in accordance with procedures specified in regulations made by the
Lord Chancellor

Proceedings taken over by the CPS
POA 1986 s.17 1363 : Prosecution costs
s.17(5) -

where the conduct of proceedings to which subsection (1) above applies is taken over
by the Crown Prosecution Service, that subsection shall have effect as if it referred to
the prosecutor who had the conduct of the proceedings before the intervention of the
Service and to expenses incurred by him up to the time of intervention.

Persons committed to Crown Court for sentence etc.
Costs in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986 (SI 1986/1335) reg.14 1364 : Costs fixed by
the court
reg.14(1) - Sections 17 and 18 of the Act shall apply to proceedings in the Crown Court in respect
of a person committed by a magistrates’ court to that Court—

1361

(a)

with a view to his being sentenced for an indictable offence in accordance with
section 42 of the Powers of Criminal Courts Act 1973; or

(b)

with a view to his being sentenced by the Crown Court under section 6(6) or 9(3)
of the Bail Act 1976 or

(c)

with a view to the making of a hospital order with an order restricting his
discharge under Part III of the Mental Health Act 1983,

Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
1363
Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
1364
Commencement: 1 October 1986
1362
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as they apply where a person is convicted in proceedings before the Crown Court.
3.5.4.7.

Prosecution costs (paid by defendant)

General
Practice Direction (Costs in Criminal Proceedings) 2015
3.4

An order should be made where the court is satisfied that the defendant or appellant
has the means and the ability to pay. The order is not intended to be in the nature of a
penalty which can only be satisfied on the defendant’s release from prison. An order
should not be made on the assumption that a third party might pay. Whilst the court
should take into account any debt of the appellant or defendant, where the greater part
of those debts relates to the offence itself, the court may still make an order for costs.

3.5

Where co-defendants are husband and wife, the couple’s means should not be taken
together. Where there are multiple defendants the court may make joint and several
orders, but the costs ordered to be paid by an individual should be related to the costs
in or about the prosecution of that individual. In a multi handed case where some
defendants have insufficient means to pay their share of the costs, it is not right for that
share to be divided among the other defenders.

3.6

The prosecution should serve upon the defence, at the earliest time, full details of its
costs so as to give the defendant a proper opportunity to make representations upon
them if appropriate. If a defendant wishes to dispute all or any of the prosecution’s
claim for costs, the defendant should, if possible, give proper notice to the prosecution
of the objections proposed to be made or at least make it plain to the court precisely
what those objections are. There is no provision for assessment of prosecution costs in
a criminal case, such disputes have to be resolved by the court, which must specify the
amount to be paid. 1365

Criminal Procedure Rules 2015 (SI 2015/1490)
Costs on conviction and sentence, etc.
45.5.—(1) This rule applies where the court can order a defendant to pay the prosecutor’s costs if
the defendant is—

1365

(a)

convicted or found guilty;

(b)

dealt with in the Crown Court after committal for sentence there;

(c)

dealt with for breach of a sentence; or

(d)

in an extradition case—
(i)

ordered to be extradited, under Part 1 of the Extradition Act 2003,

(ii)

sent for extradition to the Secretary of State, under Part 2 of that Act, or

(iii)

unsuccessful on an appeal by the defendant to the High Court, or on an
application by the defendant for permission to appeal from the High Court
to the Supreme Court.

See R v Associated Octel Ltd [1996] EWCA Crim 1327; [1997] Crim LR 144.
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(2) The court may make an order—
(a)

on application by the prosecutor; or

(b)

on its own initiative.

(3) Where the prosecutor wants the court to make an order—
(a)

(b)

the prosecutor must—
(i)

apply as soon as practicable, and

(ii)

specify the amount claimed; and

the general rule is that the court must make an order if it is satisfied that the
defendant can pay.

(4) A defendant who wants to oppose an order must make representations as soon as
practicable.
(5) If the court makes an order, it must assess the amount itself.
Note. 1366 See—
(a)

rule 45.2;

(b)

section 18 of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985(a) and regulation 14 of the Costs in
Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986; and

(c)

sections 60 and 133 of the Extradition Act 2003.

Under section 18(4) and (5) of the 1985 Act, if a magistrates’ court—
(a)

imposes a fine, a penalty, forfeiture or compensation that does not exceed £5—

(b)

(i)

the general rule is that the court will not make a costs order against the
defendant, but

(ii)

the court may do so;

fines a defendant under 18, no costs order against the defendant may be for more than
the fine.

Part 39 (Appeal to the Court of Appeal about conviction or sentence) contains rules about appeal
against a Crown Court costs order to which this rule applies.
Power to order: Magistrates’ Court and Crown Court
POA 1985 s.18 1367 : Award of costs against accused
s.18(1) -

where—
(a)

any person is convicted of an offence before a magistrates’ court;

(b)

the Crown Court dismisses an appeal against such a conviction or against the
sentence imposed on that conviction; or

(c)

any person is convicted of an offence before the Crown Court;

the court may make such order as to the costs to be paid by the accused to the
prosecutor as it considers just and reasonable.

1366
1367
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The note is contained within the procedure rules.
Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
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Power to order: Court of Appeal
POA 1985 s.18 1368 : Award of costs against accused
s.18(2) -

where the Court of Appeal dismisses—
(a)

an appeal or application for leave to appeal under Part I of the Criminal Appeal
Act 1968 ;

(b)

an application by the accused for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court under
Part II of that Act;

(c)

an appeal or application for leave under section 9(11) of the Criminal Justice Act
1987; or

(d)

an appeal or application for leave to appeal under section 35(1) of the Criminal
Procedure and Investigations Act 1996,

it may make such order as to the costs to be paid by the accused, to such person as
may be named in the order, as it considers just and reasonable.
High Court
Practice Direction (Costs in Criminal Proceedings) 2015
3.8

The High Court is not covered by section 18 of the Act but it has complete discretion
over all costs between the parties in relation to proceedings before it. 1369

Amount must be specified
POA 1985 s.18 1370 : Award of costs against accused
s.18(3) -

the amount to be paid by the accused in pursuance of an order under this section shall
be specified in the order.

Restriction on costs in magistrates’ courts where nominal fine imposed
POA 1985 s.18 1371 : Award of costs against accused
s.18(4) -

where any person is convicted of an offence before a magistrates’ court and—
(a)

under the conviction the court orders payment of any sum as a fine, penalty,
forfeiture or compensation; and

(b)

the sum so ordered to be paid does not exceed £5;

the court shall not order the accused to pay any costs under this section unless in the
particular circumstances of the case it considers it right to do so.

1368

Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
s.51 Supreme Court Act 1981
1370
Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
1371
Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
1369
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Those under 18
POA 1985 s.18 1372 : Award of costs against accused
s.18(5) -

where any person under the age of eighteen is convicted of an offence before a
magistrates’ court, the amount of any costs ordered to be paid by the accused under
this section shall not exceed the amount of any fine imposed on him.

Costs of transcripts
POA 1985 s.18 1373 : Award of costs against accused
s.18(6) -

costs ordered to be paid under subsection (2) or (2A) above may include the
reasonable cost of any transcript of a record of proceedings made in accordance with
rules of court made for the purposes of section 32 of the Act of 1968.

Persons committed to Crown Court for sentence etc.
Costs in Criminal Cases (General) Regulations 1986 (SI 1986/1335) reg.14 1374 : Costs fixed by
the court
reg.14(1) - Sections 17 and 18 of the Act shall apply to proceedings in the Crown Court in respect
of a person committed by a magistrates’ court to that Court—
(a)

with a view to his being sentenced for an indictable offence in accordance with
section 42 of the Powers of Criminal Courts Act 1973; or

(b)

with a view to his being sentenced by the Crown Court under section 6(6) or 9(3)
of the Bail Act 1976 or

(c)

with a view to the making of a hospital order with an order restricting his
discharge under Part III of the Mental Health Act 1983,

as they apply where a person is convicted in proceedings before the Crown Court.
Appeals
MCA 1980 s.108 1375 : Right of appeal to the Crown Court
s.108(1) - a person convicted by a magistrates’ court may appeal to the Crown Court—
(a)

if he pleaded guilty, against his sentence;

(b)

if he did not, against the conviction or sentence.

s.108(3) - in this section “sentence” includes any order made on conviction by a magistrates’
court, not being—
(b)

1372

an order for the payment of costs […]

Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
1374
Commencement: 1 October 1986
1375
Commencement: 6 July 1981, SI 1981/457 art.2.
1373
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MCA 1980 s.109 1376 : Abandonment of appeal
s.109(1) - where notice to abandon an appeal has been duly given by the appellant—
(a)

the court against whose decision the appeal was brought may issue process for
enforcing that decision, subject to anything already suffered or done under it by
the appellant; and

(b)

the said court may, on the application of the other party to the appeal, order the
appellant to pay to that party such costs as appear to the court to be just and
reasonable in respect of expenses properly incurred by that party in connection
with the appeal before notice of the abandonment was given to that party.

s.109(2) - in this section “appeal” means an appeal from a magistrates’ court to the Crown Court,
and the reference to a notice to abandon an appeal is a reference to a notice shown to
the satisfaction of the magistrates’ court to have been given in accordance with rules of
court.
POA 1985 s.18 1377 : Award of costs against accused
s.18(6) -

costs ordered to be paid under subsection (2) or (2A) above may include the
reasonable cost of any transcript of a record of proceedings made in accordance with
rules of court made for the purposes of section 32 of the Act of 1968.

Criminal Procedure Rules 2014 [2014] EWCA Crim 1610 rule 76.6 1378 : Costs on appeal
Costs on appeal
45.6.—(1) This rule—
(a)

applies where a magistrates’ court, the Crown Court or the Court of Appeal can
order a party to pay another person’s costs on an appeal, or an application for
permission to appeal;

(b)

authorises the Crown Court, in addition to its other powers, to order a party to
pay another party’s costs on an appeal to that court, except on an appeal
under—
(i)

section 108 of the Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980, or

(ii)

section 45 of the Mental Health Act 1983.

(2) In this rule, costs include—
(a)

costs incurred in the court that made the decision under appeal; and

(b)

costs met by legal aid.

(3) The court may make an order—
(a)

on application by the person who incurred the costs; or

(b)

on its own initiative.

1376

Commencement: 6 July 1981, SI 1981/457 art.2.
Commencement: 1 October 1986, SI 1986/1334 art.3(1) and Sch.1 para.1.
1378
Commencement: 6 October 2014
1377
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(4) A person who wants the court to make an order must—
(a)

apply as soon as practicable;

(b)

notify each other party;

(c)

specify—

(d)

(i)

the amount claimed, and

(ii)

against whom; and

where an appellant abandons an appeal to the Crown Court by serving a notice
of abandonment—
(i)

apply in writing not more than 14 days later, and

(ii)

serve the application on the appellant and on the Crown Court officer.

(5) A party who wants to oppose an order must—
(a)

make representations as soon as practicable; and

(b)

where the application was under paragraph (4)(d), serve written representations
on the applicant, and on the Crown Court officer, not more than 7 days after it
was served.

(6) Where the application was under paragraph (4)(d), the Crown Court officer may—
(a)

submit it to the Crown Court; or

(b)

serve it on the magistrates’ court officer, for submission to the magistrates’ court.

(7) If the court makes an order, it may direct an assessment under rule 45.11, or assess
the amount itself where—
(a)

the appellant abandons an appeal to the Crown Court;

(b)

the Crown Court decides an appeal, except an appeal under—

(c)

(i)

section 108 of the Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980, or

(ii)

section 45 of the Mental Health Act 1983; or

the Court of Appeal decides an appeal to which Part 40 applies (Appeal to the
Court of Appeal about reporting or public access restriction).

(8) If the court makes an order in any other case, it must assess the amount itself.
Note. 1379 See also rule 45.2.
A magistrates’ court can order an appellant to pay a respondent’s costs on abandoning an appeal
to the Crown Court.
The Crown Court can order—
(a)

1379
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the defendant to pay the prosecutor’s costs on dismissing a defendant’s appeal—
(i)

against conviction or sentence, under section 108 of the Magistrates’ Courts Act
1980, or

(ii)

where the magistrates’ court makes a hospital order or guardianship order
without convicting the defendant, under section 45 of the Mental Health Act 1983;
and

The note is contained within the procedure rules.
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(b)

one party to pay another party’s costs on deciding any other appeal to which Part 34
(Appeal to the Crown Court) applies.

The Court of Appeal can order—
(a)

the defendant to pay another person’s costs on dismissing a defendant’s appeal or
application to which Part 37 (Appeal to the Court of Appeal against ruling at
preparatory hearing), Part 39 (Appeal to the Court of Appeal about conviction or
sentence) or Part 43 (Appeal or reference to the Supreme Court) applies;

(b)

the defendant to pay another person’s costs on allowing a prosecutor’s appeal to which
Part 38 (Appeal to the Court of Appeal against ruling adverse to the prosecution)
applies;

(c)

the appellant to pay another person’s costs on dismissing an appeal or application by a
person affected by a serious crime prevention order;

(d)

one party to pay another party’ s costs on deciding an appeal to which Part 40 (Appeal
to the Court of Appeal about reporting or public access restriction) applies.

See section 109 of the Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980; section 52 of the Senior Courts Act 1981
(which allows rules of court to authorise the Crown Court to order costs); section 18 of the
Prosecution of Offences Act 1985; section 159(5) of the Criminal Justice Act 1988; and article 15
of the Serious Crime Act 2007 (Appeals under Section 24) Order 2008
3.5.4.8.

Solicitors paying costs: The inherent jurisdiction of the senior courts

Practice Direction (Costs in Criminal Proceedings) 2015
1.2.3

The Senior Courts also have the power under their inherent jurisdiction over officers of
the court to order a solicitor personally to pay costs thrown away. The inherent
jurisdiction of the court should be invoked only to avoid a clear injustice. 1380 Where the
legislature has stepped in with particular legislation in a particular area (eg, the wasted
costs provisions) then, within that particular area, the existing inherent jurisdiction will
be ousted or curtailed, at any rate in so far as the particular legislation is negative in
character. 1381 Given the present provisions relating to costs, the exercise of the
inherent jurisdiction will occur only in the rarest of circumstances.

4.6

Awards of Costs against Solicitors under the Court’s Inherent Jurisdiction

4.6.1

In addition to the power under regulation 3 of the General Regulations to order that
costs improperly incurred be paid by a party to the proceedings and the power to make
wasted costs orders under section 19A of the Act, the Senior Courts (which includes
the Crown Court) may, in the exercise of its inherent jurisdiction over officers of the
court, order a solicitor personally to pay costs thrown away by reason of a serious
breach on the part of the solicitor of his duty to the court.

4.6.2

No such order may be made unless reasonable notice has been given to the solicitor of
the matter alleged against him and he is given a reasonable opportunity of being heard
in reply.

4.6.3

This power should be used only in exceptional circumstances not covered by the
statutory powers: see para 1.2.3.

1380
1381

Symbol Park Lane Ltd v Steggles Palmer [1985] 1 WLR 668 CA
Shiloh Spinners Ltd v Harding [1973] AC 691; Harrison v Tew [1989] QB 307 HL
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3.5.4.9.

Criminal Courts Charge

3.5.4.9.1

When does it apply?

Availability
POA 1985 s.21A 1382 : Criminal courts charge
s.21A(1) - a court mentioned in section 21B must, at the times listed there, order a person
convicted of an offence to pay a charge in respect of relevant court costs, subject to—
(a)

subsections (2) and (3), and

(b)

section 21C.

s.21A(2) - an order must not be made if the person was under 18 when the offence was
committed.
s.21A(3) - an order must not be made in a case or class of case prescribed by the Lord
Chancellor by regulations.
Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 (Criminal Courts Charge) Regulations 2015 (SI 2015/796)
reg.2 1383 : Cases in which the duty to order payment of the criminal courts charge does not
apply
reg.2(1) -

reg.2(2) -

1382

an order under section 21A(1) of the POA 1985 (criminal courts charge) must not be
made against a person (“P”) convicted of an offence in the following cases—
(a)

where a court deals with P for the offence by making an order discharging P
absolutely under section 12 of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act
2000 (absolute discharge);

(b)

where a court deals with P for the offence by making in respect of P an order
under section 37(1) of the MHA 1983 (power of courts to order hospital
admission or guardianship) or a direction under section 45A(3) of the MHA 1983
(power of higher courts to order hospital admission);

(c)

where the Crown Court dismisses an appeal against conviction or sentence for
the offence following a reference by the Criminal Cases Review Commission
under section 11(1) of the CAA 1995 (cases dealt with summarily in England and
Wales);

(d)

where the Court of Appeal dismisses an appeal for the offence under Part 1 of
the CAA 1968 following a reference by the Criminal Cases Review Commission
under section 9(1) of the CAA 1995 (cases dealt with on indictment in England
and Wales).

paragraph (3) applies where a court deals with a person in the same proceedings—
(a)

for an offence; and

(b)

for a failure to comply with a requirement mentioned in section 21B of the POA
1985 (criminal courts charge: courts and times).

Commencement: 13 April 2015, as inserted by Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 s.54(1), SI
2015/778 art.3 and Sch.1 para.44. Section 21A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 applies only in
relation to a person convicted of an offence committed after that section comes into force, CJCA 2015
s.54(4).
1383
Commencement: 13 April 2015, SI 2015/796 art.1(1).
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reg.2(3) -

an order under section 21A(1) of the POA 1985 must not be made in respect of a
failure to comply with a requirement mentioned in section 21B of the POA 1985.

reg.2(4) -

paragraph (5) applies where a court deals with a person in the same proceedings for a
failure to comply with more than one of the requirements mentioned in section 21B of
the POA 1985 and paragraph (3) does not apply.

reg.2(5) -

an order under section 21A(1) of the POA 1985 must not be made—
(a)

where the court deals with the person for a failure to comply with requirements
mentioned in section 21B(1)(b), (c) and (d) of the POA 1985, in respect of the
failure to comply with requirements mentioned in section 21B(1)(c) or (d);

(b)

where the court deals with the person for a failure to comply with requirements
mentioned in section 21B(1)(b) and (c) of the POA 1985, in respect of the failure
to comply with requirements mentioned in section 21B(1)(c);

(c)

where the court deals with the person for a failure to comply with requirements
mentioned in section 21B(1)(b) and (d) of the POA 1985, in respect of the failure
to comply with requirements mentioned in section 21B(1)(d);

(d)

where the court deals with the person for a failure to comply with requirements
mentioned in section 21B(1)(c) and (d) of the POA 1985, in respect of the failure
to comply with requirements mentioned in section 21B(1)(d);

(e)

where the court deals with the person for a failure to comply with requirements
mentioned in section 21B(2)(b) and (c) of the POA 1985, in respect of the failure
to comply with requirements mentioned in section 21B(2)(c).

Exception
POA 1985 s.21A 1384 : Criminal courts charge
s.21A(4) - a court must not take into account the duty under subsection (1) or any order under this
section when dealing with a person (other than under this section) for an offence or for
a failure to comply with a requirement mentioned in section 21B.
Interpretation
POA 1985 s.21A 1385 : Criminal courts charge
s.21A(5) - in this section—
“court costs” means costs of providing the judiciary and the rest of the system of
courts, but does not include defence or prosecution costs;
“relevant court costs” means court costs incurred in connection with criminal
proceedings or proceedings for a failure to comply with a requirement mentioned in

1384

Commencement: 13 April 2015, as inserted by Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 s.54(1), SI
2015/778 art.3 and Sch.1 para.44. Section 21A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 applies only in
relation to a person convicted of an offence committed after that section comes into force, CJCA 2015
s.54(4).
1385
Commencement: 13 April 2015, as inserted by Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 s.54(1), SI
2015/778 art.3 and Sch.1 para.44. Section 21A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 applies only in
relation to a person convicted of an offence committed after that section comes into force, CJCA 2015
s.54(4).
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section 21B, but does not include costs of providing the Supreme Court or judges of
that Court.
3.5.4.9.2

When must the order be made?

Magistrates’ Court
POA 1985 s.21B 1386 : Criminal courts charge: courts and times
s.21B(1) - a magistrates’ court must make an order under section 21A at the following times—
(a)

when dealing with the person for the offence;

(b)

when dealing with the person under Schedule 8 to the Criminal Justice Act 2003
for failure to comply with any of the requirements of a community order;

(c)

when dealing with the person under Schedule 12 to the Criminal Justice Act 2003
for failure to comply with any of the community requirements of a suspended
sentence order;

(d)

when dealing with the person under section 256AC of the Criminal Justice Act
2003 for failure to comply with a supervision requirement imposed under section
256AA of that Act.

Crown Court
POA 1985 s.21B 1387 : Criminal courts charge: courts and times
s.21B(2) - the Crown Court must make an order under section 21A at the following times—

1386

(a)

when dealing with the person for the offence;

(b)

when dealing with the person under Schedule 8 to the Criminal Justice Act 2003
for failure to comply with any of the requirements of a community order;

(c)

when dealing with the person under Schedule 12 to the Criminal Justice Act 2003
for failure to comply with any of the community requirements of a suspended
sentence order;

(d)

when dismissing an appeal by the person against conviction or sentence for the
offence.

Commencement: 13 April 2015, as inserted by Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 s.54(1), SI
2015/778 art.3 and Sch.1 para.44. Section 21A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 applies only in
relation to a person convicted of an offence committed after that section comes into force, CJCA 2015
s.54(4).
1387
Commencement: 13 April 2015, as inserted by Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 s.54(1), SI
2015/778 art.3 and Sch.1 para.44. Section 21A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 applies only in
relation to a person convicted of an offence committed after that section comes into force, CJCA 2015
s.54(4).
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Court of Appeal
POA 1985 s.21B 1388 : Criminal courts charge: courts and times
s.21B(3) - the Court of Appeal must make an order under section 21A at the following times—

3.5.4.9.3

(a)

when dismissing an appeal under Part 1 of the Criminal Appeal Act 1968 against
the person’s conviction or sentence for the offence;

(b)

when dismissing an application for leave to bring such an appeal.

How much is the charge?

POA 1985 s.21C 1389 : Amount of criminal courts charge
s.21C(1) - a charge ordered to be paid under section 21A must be of an amount specified by the
Lord Chancellor by regulations.
s.21C(2) - when specifying amounts under this section, the Lord Chancellor must seek to secure
that an amount specified in respect of a class of case does not exceed the relevant
court costs reasonably attributable to a case of that class.
s.21C(3) - in this section “relevant court costs” has the same meaning as in section 21A.
Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 (Criminal Courts Charge) Regulations 2015 (SI 2015/796)
reg.3 1390 : Cases in which the duty to order payment of the criminal courts charge does not
apply Amount of the criminal courts charge
reg.3(1) -

the table in the Schedule, read with the provisions of this regulation, sets out the
charge that must be ordered to be paid under section 21A(1) of the POA 1985 by class
of case.

reg.3(2) -

paragraph (3) applies where, following the summary conviction of a person (“P”) for an
offence, a magistrates’ court commits P to the Crown Court for sentence and the
Crown Court accordingly deals with P for the offence.

reg.3(3) -

the charge the Crown Court must order to be paid is the amount in column 2 of the
table which corresponds to the amount the magistrates’ court would have had to order
had P not been committed to the Crown Court for sentence.

reg.3(4) -

paragraph (5) applies where more than one entry in column 1 of the table applies.

reg.3(5) -

the charge the court must order to be paid is the amount in column 2 which
corresponds to the entry mentioned in paragraph (4) which results in the highest
amount.
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Commencement: 13 April 2015, as inserted by Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 s.54(1), SI
2015/778 art.3 and Sch.1 para.44. Section 21A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 applies only in
relation to a person convicted of an offence committed after that section comes into force, CJCA 2015
s.54(4).
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Commencement: 13 April 2015, as inserted by Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 s.54(1), SI
2015/778 art.3 and Sch.1 para.44. Section 21A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 applies only in
relation to a person convicted of an offence committed after that section comes into force, CJCA 2015
s.54(4).
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Commencement: 13 April 2015, SI 2015/796 art.1(1).
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reg.3(6) -

where a person (“P”) changes P’s plea from not guilty to guilty after the start of a
summary or Crown Court trial the charge the court must order to be paid is the amount
that would have applied if P had not changed the plea.

reg.3(7) -

for the purposes of paragraph (6)—
(a)

the start of a summary trial is the time when the prosecution opens its case;

(b)

the start of a Crown Court trial is—
(i)

the time when a jury is sworn; or

(ii)

where a trial takes place without a jury, the time when the prosecution
opens its case.

The amounts
Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 (Criminal Courts Charge) Regulations 2015 (SI 2015/796)
Sch.1 1391
Column 1

Column 2

Conviction by a magistrates’ court in proceedings conducted in accordance with
section 16A of the Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980 (trial by single justice on the papers)

£150

Conviction by a magistrates’ court for a summary offence on a guilty plea

£150

Conviction by a magistrates’ court at a trial of a summary offence where (a) the
defendant did not enter a plea, (b) the trial proceeded in the absence of the defendant,
and (c) the court dealt with the case on the papers without reliance on any oral
evidence

£150

Conviction by a magistrates’ court for an offence triable either-way on a guilty plea

£180

Conviction by a magistrates’ court at a trial of a summary offence

£520

Conviction by a magistrates’ court at a trial of an offence triable either way
Conviction by the Crown Court on a guilty plea
Conviction by the Crown Court at a trial on indictment

£1,000
£900
£1,200

Magistrates’ court when dealing with a person under section 21B(1)(b), (c) or (d) of the
POA 1985

£100

Crown Court when dealing with a person under section 21B(2)(b) or (c) of the POA
1985

£150

Crown Court dismissing an appeal by a person against conviction or sentence

£150

Court of Appeal dismissing an application for leave to bring an appeal under Part 1 of
the CAA 1968 against a person’s conviction or sentence

£150

Court of Appeal dismissing an appeal under Part 1 of the CAA 1968 against a person’s
conviction or sentence

£200
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3.5.4.9.4

Interest on the charge

POA 1985 s.21D 1392 : Interest on criminal courts charge
s.21D(1) - the Lord Chancellor may by regulations provide that a person who is ordered to pay a
charge under section 21A must pay interest on the charge if or to the extent that it
remains unpaid.
s.21D(2) - the regulations may, in particular—
(a)

make provision about the rate of interest,

(b)

make provision about periods when interest is or is not payable, and

(c)

make provision by reference to a measure or document as amended from time to
time.

s.21D(3) - the regulations may not make provision for a rate of interest that is higher than the rate
that the Lord Chancellor considers would maintain the value in real terms of amounts
that remain unpaid.
s.21D(4) - an amount of interest payable under the regulations is to be treated as part of the
charge ordered to be paid under section 21A.
3.5.4.9.5

Power to remit the charge

Power to remit
POA 1985 s.21E 1393 : Power to remit criminal courts charge
s.21E(1) - a magistrates’ court may remit the whole or part of a charge ordered to be paid by a
person under section 21A, subject to the restrictions in subsections (2) to (4).
Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 (Criminal Courts Charge) Regulations 2015 (SI 2015/796)
reg.4 1394 : Remittal of the criminal courts charge
reg.4 -

the period specified for the purposes of section 21E(4) of the POA 1985 (power to
remit criminal courts charge) is—
(a)

where the person liable to pay the charge has made the application to a
magistrates’ court to remit the charge, two years;

(b)

in any other case, 12 months.
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Commencement: 13 April 2015, as inserted by Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 s.54(1), SI
2015/778 art.3 and Sch.1 para.44. Section 21A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 applies only in
relation to a person convicted of an offence committed after that section comes into force, CJCA 2015
s.54(4).
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s.54(4).
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Restrictions
POA 1985 s.21E 1395 : Power to remit criminal courts charge
s.21E(2) - it may remit the charge only if—
(a)

it is satisfied that the person has taken all reasonable steps to pay it, having
regard to the person’s personal circumstances, or

(b)

it is satisfied that collection and enforcement of the charge is impracticable.

s.21E(3) - it may not remit the charge at a time when the person is detained in prison.
s.21E(4) - it may not remit the charge unless each of following has expired—
(a)

a specified period beginning with the day on which an order under section 21A
was last made in respect of the person;

(b)

a specified period beginning with the day on which the person was last convicted
of an offence;

(c)

where relevant, a specified period beginning with the day on which the person
was last released from prison.

Charge remitted: Unpaid work imposed for default
POA 1985 s.21E 1396 : Power to remit criminal courts charge
s.21E(5) - where a court remits a charge under section 21A after an order has been made under
section 300(2) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (power to impose unpaid work
requirement etc on fine defaulter) for default in paying the charge (or the charge and
other amounts), the court must—
(a)

reduce the total number of hours or days to which the order relates by the same
proportion as the amount remitted bears to the total amount in respect of which
the order was made, or

(b)

if the total number of hours or days would be reduced to nil under paragraph (a),
revoke the order.

s.21E(6) - in calculating a reduction required by subsection (5), any fraction of an hour or day is to
be rounded down to the nearest hour or day.
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Commencement: 13 April 2015, as inserted by Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 s.54(1), SI
2015/778 art.3 and Sch.1 para.44. Section 21A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 applies only in
relation to a person convicted of an offence committed after that section comes into force, CJCA 2015
s.54(4).
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Commencement: 13 April 2015, as inserted by Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 s.54(1), SI
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relation to a person convicted of an offence committed after that section comes into force, CJCA 2015
s.54(4).
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Interpretation
POA 1985 s.21E 1397 : Power to remit criminal courts charge
s.21E(7) - in this section—
“prison” includes any place where a person serving a sentence of detention for an
offence is liable to be detained;
“specified period” means a period of a length specified by the Lord Chancellor by
regulations.
3.5.4.9.6

Secretary of State’s power to make regulations

POA 1985 s.21F 1398 : Regulations under this Part
s.21F -

regulations under this Part may include transitional, transitory and saving provision.

3.5.4.9.7

Secretary of State’s power to make regulations: General

POA 1985 s.20 1399 : Regulations
s.20(1) -

the Lord Chancellor may make regulations for carrying this Part into effect

s.20(1A) - the Lord Chancellor may by regulations—
(a)

make provision as to the amounts that may be ordered to be paid out of central
funds in pursuance of a costs order, whether by specifying rates or scales or by
making other provision as to the calculation of the amounts,

(b)

make provision as to the circumstances in which and conditions under which
such amounts may be paid or ordered to be paid,

(c)

make provision requiring amounts required to be paid out of central funds by a
costs order to be calculated having regard to regulations under paragraphs (a)
and (b),

(d)

make provision requiring amounts required to be paid to a person out of central
funds by a relevant costs order to be calculated in accordance with such
regulations (whether or not that results in the fixing of an amount that the court
considers reasonably sufficient or necessary to compensate the person), and

(e)

make provision as to the review of determinations of amounts required to be paid
out of central funds by costs orders.

s.20(1B) - in subsection (1A)(d) “relevant costs order” means a costs order other than—
(a)

an order made by any court under section 17, and
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Commencement: 13 April 2015, as inserted by Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 s.54(1), SI
2015/778 art.3 and Sch.1 para.44. Section 21A of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 applies only in
relation to a person convicted of an offence committed after that section comes into force, CJCA 2015
s.54(4).
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Commencement: 13 April 2015, as inserted by Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 s.54(1), SI
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s.54(4).
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(b)

so much of a costs order made by the Supreme Court as relates to expenses,
fees, costs, trouble or losses incurred in proceedings in that court.

s.20(1C) - regulations under subsection (1A) may, in particular—

s.20(2) -

(a)

make different provision in relation to amounts to be paid in respect of different
expenses, fees, costs, trouble and losses,

(b)

make different provision in relation to different costs orders and different areas,
and

(c)

make different provision in relation to the fixing of an amount in a costs order and
the fixing of an amount by means of a determination.

the Lord Chancellor may by regulations make provision for the recovery of sums paid
by the Lord Chancellor under arrangements made for the purposes of Part 1 of the
Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 or out of central funds in
accordance with a costs order in cases where—
(a)

a costs order has been made against a party to proceedings; and

(b)

the person in whose favour the order was made is a legally assisted person or a
person in whose favour a defendant’s costs order or, as the case may be, an
order under section 17 of this Act has been made.

s.20(3) -

regulations made under subsection (1A) above may provide that provision as to the
calculation of amounts payable out of central funds under a costs order (whether in the
form of rates or scales or other provision) shall be determined by the Lord Chancellor
with the consent of the Treasury.

s.20(4) -

regulations made under subsection (2) above may, in particular—
(a)

require the person mentioned in paragraph (a) of that subsection to pay sums
due under the costs order in accordance with directions given by the Lord
Chancellor (either generally or in respect of the particular case); and

(b)

enable the Lord Chancellor to enforce those directions in cases to which they
apply.

s.20(6) -

any regulations under this Part may contain such incidental, supplemental and
transitional provisions as the Lord Chancellor considers appropriate.

s.20(7) -

before making any regulations under section 19(1), 19A or 19B of this Act which affect
the procedure of any court, the Lord Chancellor shall so far as is reasonably
practicable consult any rule committee by whom, or on whose advice, rules of
procedure for the court may be made or whose concurrence is required to any such
rules.

s.20(8) -

in this section “costs order” means —
(a)

(b)
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an order made under or by virtue of this Part for payment to be made—
(i)

out of central funds; or

(ii)

by any person; or

an order made in a criminal case by the Supreme Court for the payment of costs
by a party to proceedings.
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3.5.5.

Preventive orders (financial reporting orders)

The power to make a financial reporting order was repealed on 3 May 2015 by the Serious Crime
Act 2015 s.50(1)(a), as commenced by SI 2015/820 reg.2(i). The repeal coincided with the
insertion of Serious Crime Act 2007 s.5A. An explanatory memorandum to the Serious Crime Act
2015 stated that the effect was to consolidate the financial reporting order into the serious crime
order.
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3.5.6.

Confiscatory in nature

Note: There is also a power to make an unlawful profit order in civil proceedings. For more details,
see section 5 of the Act.
3.5.6.1.

Unlawful profit orders

3.5.6.1.1

General

What is an unlawful profit order?
Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1400 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(3) -

an “unlawful profit order” is an order requiring the offender to pay the landlord an
amount representing the profit made by the offender as a result of the conduct
constituting the offence.

Interpretation
Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1401 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(13) -

in this section “the landlord” means the landlord under the tenancy in respect of which
the offence was committed.

Note: Section 11 of the Act also provides definitions.
3.5.6.1.2

Making the order

Availability
Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1402 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(1) -

1400

this section applies if a person (“the offender”) is convicted of—
(a)

an offence under section 1 or 2 (Unlawful sub-letting: secure tenancies and
Unlawful sub-letting: assured tenancies) or

(b)

an associated offence in relation to an offence under section 1 or 2.

Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
1401
Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
1402
Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
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Power/duty of the court to consider whether or not to impose an order
Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1403 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(2) -

the court by or before which the offender is convicted—
(a)

must, on application or otherwise, decide whether to make an unlawful profit
order, and

(b)

may, if it considers it appropriate to do so, make such an order, instead of or in
addition to dealing with the offender in any other way.

Must give reasons if not making an order
Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1404 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(4) -

if the court decides not to make an unlawful profit order, it must give reasons for that
decision on passing sentence on the offender.

Determining the amount
Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1405 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(5) -

the amount payable under an unlawful profit order must be such amount as the court
considers appropriate, having regard to any evidence and to any representations that
are made by or on behalf of the offender or the prosecutor, but subject to subsections
(6) and (7).

Calculating the maximum amount
Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1406 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(6) -

the maximum amount payable under an unlawful profit order is calculated as follows—
Step 1
Determine the total amount the offender received as a result of the conduct constituting
the offence (or the best estimate of that amount).
Step 2
Deduct from the amount determined under step 1 the total amount, if any, paid by the
offender as rent to the landlord (including service charges) over the period during
which the offence was committed.

1403

Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
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Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
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Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
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Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
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3.5.6.1.3

Unpaid orders

Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1407 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(10) -

if the amount required to be paid by a person under an unlawful profit order is not paid
when it is required to be paid, that person must pay interest on the amount for the
period for which it remains unpaid.

s.4(11) -

the rate of interest is the same rate as that for the time being specified in section 17 of
the Judgments Act 1838 (interest on civil judgment debts).

3.5.6.1.4

Offenders aged under 18

Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1408 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(12) -

sections 131 to 133 of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000
(supplementary provisions about compensation orders) apply to unlawful profit orders
as if—
(a)

references to a compensation order were to an unlawful profit order (subject to
paragraph (d)),

(b)

references to the compensation to be paid under a compensation order were to
the amount to be paid under an unlawful profit order,

(c)

section 133(3)(a) and (b) were omitted, and

(d)

the reference in 133(3)(c)(ii) to an unlawful profit order under section 4 were to a
compensation order under section 130 of the Powers of Criminal Courts
(Sentencing) Act 2000.

PCC(S)A 2000 s.131 1409 : Limit on amount payable under compensation order of magistrates’
court in case of young offender
s.131(A1) - this section applies if (but only if) a magistrates’ court has convicted a person aged
under 18 (“the offender”) of an offence or offences.
s.131(1) - the compensation to be paid under a compensation order made by the court in respect
of the offence, or any one of the offences, shall not exceed £5,000.
s.131(2) - the compensation or total compensation to be paid under a compensation order or
compensation orders made by the court in respect of any offence or offence taken into
consideration in determining sentence shall not exceed the difference (if any)
between—

1407

(a)

the amount or total amount which under subsection (1) above is the maximum for
the offence or offences of which the offender has been convicted; and

(b)

the amount or total amounts (if any) which are in fact ordered to be paid in
respect of that offence or those offences.

Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
1408
Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
1409
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S) 2000 s.168(1).
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3.5.6.1.5

Interaction with other sentencing orders

Civil unlawful profit order
Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1410 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(7) -

where an unlawful profit order has been made against the offender under section 5, an
order under this section may only provide for the landlord to recover an amount equal
to the aggregate of the following—
(a)

any amount by which the amount of the offender’s profit found under this section
exceeds the amount payable under the order made under section 5, and

(b)

a sum equal to any portion of the amount payable under the order made under
section 5 that the landlord fails to recover,

and the landlord may not enforce the order under this section, so far as it relates to a
sum mentioned in paragraph (b), without the leave of the court.
Fines
Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1411 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(8) -

s.4(9) -

subsection (9) applies where the court considers—
(a)

that, as well as being appropriate to make an unlawful profit order, it would be
appropriate to impose a fine, and

(b)

that the offender has insufficient means to pay both—
(i)

an appropriate sum under an unlawful profit order, and

(ii)

an appropriate sum under a fine.

the court must give preference to making an unlawful profit order (though it may
impose a fine as well).

1410

Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
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Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
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3.5.6.1.6

Review of orders

Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1412 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(12) -

Sections 131 to 133 of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000
(supplementary provisions about compensation orders) apply to unlawful profit orders
as if—
(a)

references to a compensation order were to an unlawful profit order (subject to
paragraph (d)),

(b)

references to the compensation to be paid under a compensation order were to
the amount to be paid under an unlawful profit order,

(c)

section 133(3)(a) and (b) were omitted, and

(d)

the reference in section 133(3)(c) to a confiscation order under Part 6 of the
Criminal Justice Act 1988 or Part 2 of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 or an
unlawful profit order (or both) were to such a confiscation order or a
compensation order under section 130 of the Powers of Criminal Courts
(Sentencing) Act 2000 (or both).

Power
PCC(S)A 2000 s.133 1413 : Review of compensation orders
s.133(1) - the magistrates’ court for the time being having functions in relation to the enforcement
of a compensation order (in this section referred to as “the appropriate court”) may, on
the application of the person against whom the compensation order was made,
discharge the order or reduce the amount which remains to be paid; but this is subject
to subsections (2) to (4) below.
When can the power be exercised?
PCC(S)A 2000 s.133 1414 : Review of compensation orders
s.133(2) - the appropriate court may exercise a power conferred by subsection (1) above only—
(a)

at a time when (disregarding any power of a court to grant leave to appeal out of
time) there is no further possibility of an appeal on which the compensation order
could be varied or set aside; and

(b)

at a time before the person against whom the compensation order was made has
paid into court the whole of the compensation which the order requires him to
pay.

s.133(3) - the appropriate court may exercise a power conferred by subsection (1) above only if it
appears to the court—
(a)

1412

that the injury, loss or damage in respect of which the compensation order was
made has been held in civil proceedings to be less than it was taken to be for the
purposes of the order; or

Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
1413
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1).
1414
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1).
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(b)

in the case of a compensation order in respect of the loss of any property, that
the property has been recovered by the person in whose favour the order was
made; or

(c)

that the means of the person against whom the compensation order was made
are insufficient to satisfy in full both the order and a confiscation order under Part
VI of the Criminal Justice Act 1988, or Part 2 of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002
or an unlawful profit order under section 4 of the Prevention of Social Housing
Fraud Act 2013 (or both), made against him in the same proceedings; or

(d)

that the person against whom the compensation order was made has suffered a
substantial reduction in his means which was unexpected at the time when the
order was made, and that his means seem unlikely to increase for a considerable
period.

Must get consent of Crown Court
PCC(S)A 2000 s.133 1415 : Review of compensation orders
s.133(4) - where the compensation order was made by the Crown Court, the appropriate court
shall not exercise any power conferred by subsection (1) above in a case where it is
satisfied as mentioned in paragraph (c) or (d) of subsection (3) above unless it has first
obtained the consent of the Crown Court.
Orders made on appeal
PCC(S)A 2000 s.133 1416 : Review of compensation orders
s.133(5) - where the compensation order has been made on appeal, for the purposes of
subsection (4) above it shall be deemed—

3.5.6.1.7

(a)

if it was made on an appeal brought from a magistrates’ court, to have been
made by that magistrates’ court;

(b)

if it was made on an appeal brought from the Crown Court or from the criminal
division of the Court of Appeal, to have been made by the Crown Court.

Appeals

Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 s.4 1417 : Unlawful profit orders: criminal
proceedings
s.4(12) -

Sections 131 to 133 of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000
(supplementary provisions about compensation orders) apply to unlawful profit orders
as if—
(a)

references to a compensation order were to an unlawful profit order (subject to
paragraph (d)),

(b)

references to the compensation to be paid under a compensation order were to
the amount to be paid under an unlawful profit order,

(c)

section 133(3)(a) and (b) were omitted, and

1415

Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1).
Commencement: 25 August 2000, PCC(S)A 2000 s.168(1).
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Commencement: England, in force 15 October 2013, SI 2013/2622 art.2. Wales, in force 5 November
2013, SI 2013/2861 art.2.
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(d)

the reference in section 133(3)(c) to a confiscation order under Part 6 of the
Criminal Justice Act 1988 or Part 2 of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 or an
unlawful profit order (or both) were to such a confiscation order or a
compensation order under section 130 of the Powers of Criminal Courts
(Sentencing) Act 2000 (or both).

Compensation not payable until time limit to appeal conviction or sentence or vary
sentence has expired
PCC(S)A 2000 s.132 1418 : Compensation orders: appeals etc.
s.32(1) -

a person in whose favour a compensation order is made shall not be entitled to receive
the amount due to him until (disregarding any power of a court to grant leave to appeal
out of time) there is no further possibility of an appeal on which the order could be
varied or set aside.

s.132(2) - the Criminal Procedure Rules may make provision regarding the way in which the
magistrates’ court for the time being having functions (by virtue of section 41(1) of the
Administration of Justice Act 1970) in relation to the enforcement of a compensation
order is to deal with money paid in satisfaction of the order where the entitlement of the
person in whose favour it was made is suspended.
Court of Appeal: Power to annul or vary order
PCC(S)A 2000 s.132 1419 : Compensation orders: appeals etc.
s.132(3) - the Court of Appeal may by order annul or vary any compensation order made by the
court of trial, although the conviction is not quashed; and the order, if annulled, shall
not take effect and, if varied, shall take effect as varied.
Order made/varied on appeal: Surcharge
PCC(S)A 2000 s.132 1420 : Compensation orders: appeals etc.
s.132(4A) - where an order is made in respect of a person under subsection (3) or (4) above, the
Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court shall make such order for the payment of a
surcharge under section 161A of the Criminal Justice Act 2003, or such variation of the
order of the Crown Court under that section, as is necessary to secure that the
person’s liability under that section is the same as it would be if he were being dealt
with by the Crown Court.
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PCC(S)A 2000 s.132 1421 : Compensation orders: appeals etc.
s.132(5) - where a compensation order has been made against any person in respect of an
offence taken into consideration in determining his sentence—
(a)

the order shall cease to have effect if he successfully appeals against his
conviction of the offence or, if more than one, all the offences, of which he was
convicted in the proceedings in which the order was made;

(b)

he may appeal against the order as if it were part of the sentence imposed in
respect of the offence or, if more than one, any of the offences, of which he was
so convicted.

Supreme Court: Power to order
PCC(S)A 2000 s.132 1422 : Compensation orders: appeals etc.
s.132(4) - where the Supreme Court restores a conviction, it may make any compensation order
which the court of trial could have made.
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